ABSTRACT

This selective bibliography cites references pertaining to early childhood education from "Research in Education" (RIE) and "Current Index to Journals in Education" (CIJE). The bibliography is divided into three sections. The first two sections contain references from RIE and CIJE from spring 1967 through spring 1973; the last section updates the previous RIE references from spring 1973 through fall 1974. References in all three sections are listed under the following topics: Programs, Environments, Evaluation, Infants, Testing (types), Testing (evaluation), Legislation, Parent Education, Teacher Education, Physical Health, and Learning (aggression, art, color, form, attention, listening, associative/shift/transfer, cognitive, concept development, cues, discrimination, haptic, imitation, modeling, language, math, mediation, memory, recall, motor, movement, music, reading, response strategies, styles, theories, time). The bibliography was compiled to be used as a resource tool in undergraduate teacher education courses. (CS)
Reference topics include: Programs, Environmental Influences, Evaluation, Infants, Testing - Types of, Testing - Evaluation of, Legislation, Parent Education, Physical Health, Learning - Aggression; Art, color, form; Associative, Shift, Transfer; Attention, Listening; Cognitive; Cues; Discrimination; Haptic; Imitation, Modeling; Language; Math; Mediation, Memory, Recall; Motor, Movement, Music; Reading; Response Strategies; Styles; Theories; Time - Teacher Education
Forward

The Educational Resources Information Center/Early Childhood Education Clearinghouse (ERIC/ECE) is one of a system of 16 clearinghouses sponsored by the National Institute of Education to provide information about current research and developments in the field of education. The clearinghouses, each focusing on a specific area of education (such as early childhood, teacher education, language and linguistics) are located at universities throughout the United States.

The clearinghouses search systematically to acquire current, significant documents relevant to education. These research studies, speeches, conference proceedings, curriculum guides, and other publications are abstracted, indexed and published in Research in Education (RIE), a monthly journal. RIE is available at libraries, or may be ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Another ERIC publication is Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), a monthly guide to periodical literature which cites articles in more than 560 journals and magazines in the field of education. Articles are indexed by subject, author, and journal contents. CIJE is available at libraries, or by subscription from Macmillan Information, 909 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022.

The Early Childhood Education Clearinghouse (ERIC/ECE) distributes a quarterly newsletter ($2.00 - 4 issues) which reports on new programs and publications, and RIE documents of special interest. For a complete list of ERIC/ECE publications, or if you would like to subscribe to the Newsletter write: Publications Office/EREC, College of Education, University of Illinois, 805 West Pennsylvania Avenue, Urbana, Illinois 61801. All orders must be accompanied by check or money order, payable to the University of Illinois. Sorry, we cannot bill.
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PROGRAMS

APPALACHIA

ED 027071
ED 036181
ED 041626
ED 052833
ED 052835
ED 052835
ED 052837
ED 052840
ED 052865

ATHENS, GA

R & D Center in Education Stimulation
ED 035993

AUSTIN, TEX

Child Develop Evaluation and Research Center
ED 033743

Southwest Ed. Devel. Corp.
ED 027957

BANK STREET COLL. OF ED
ED 036336

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
ED 047775

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
ED 021619
ED 029688
ED 031290
ED 039698

CEMREL (Central Midwest Regional Ed. Lab)
ED 063024
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ED 022826

COMMUNITY FAMILY DAY CARE
ED 071737

CURRICULUMS
ED 026131
ED 040551
LD 042508
ED 063048
ED 063049
ED 063353

DARCCE (Demonstration and Research Center for Early Ed)
ED 046492
ED 053790

DESIGN OF PROGRAMS
ED 053809

DEUTSCH INTERVENTION MODEL
ED 020009

EIP (Early Intervention Program)
ED 016695
ED 045184

EARLY PUSH
ED 038476
ENGLISHMAN-BEDFORD

EN 015020
ED 015839
ED 019990
ED 030496
ED 036664

ENVIRONMENTAL ACADEMICS

ED 061273

FOLLOW THROUGH

ED 047787

GSA (Guided Self-Analysis ECE Program)

ED 069340

"GOOD LIFE" (Demonstration Nursery, Center for Infants and Toddlers)
Greensboro, North Carolina

ED 045215
ED 050810
ED 066214
ED 067148

GUNNERY, COLORADO (The New Nursery School)

ED 032930

HARVARD UNIVERSITY (Center for H and L in Educational Differences)

ED 032124

HOWARD UNIVERSITY PRESCHOOL PROJECT

ED 033750
INDIAN CHILDREN

ED 011468
ED 014329
ED 017865
ED 061789
ED 065236

INFANTS

ED 041632
ED 043379
ED 044754
ED 047045
ED 049018
ED 055665
ED 059775
ED 071167
ED 078909

LEARNING PRINT

ED 063038

LANGUAGE

ED 011653
ED 011817
ED 019635
ED 019636
ED 019671
ED 020788
ED 021620
ED 022296
ED 022399
ED 023482
ED 025314
ED 026138
ED 027092
ED 029686
ED 029687
ED 029689
ED 029691
ED 029770
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**LANGUAGE (cont.)**

| ED 030098 |
| ED 030110 |
| ED 031307 |
| ED 032373 |
| ED 039250 |
| ED 039951 |
| ED 040626 |
| ED 040627 |
| ED 042774 |
| ED 043999 |
| ED 046946 |
| ED 054843 |
| ED 054855 |
| ED 055483 |
| ED 055667 |
| ED 060936 |

**LANGUAGE - BILINGUAL**

| ED 020491 |
| ED 030517 |
| ED 030841 |
| ED 033248 |
| ED 037778 |
| ED 045967 |
| ED 047593 |
| ED 060745 |
| ED 060746 |
| ED 060753 |
| ED 060754 |
| ED 060755 |
| ED 060931 |
| ED 061812 |
| ED 061839 |
| ED 074856 |
| ED 074862 |
| ED 074863 |
| ED 074864 |
| ED 074868 |
| ED 074871 |
| ED 074872 |
| ED 074874 |
| ED 074875 |
| ED 074876 |
| ED 074879 |
| ED 074881 |
LEARNING TO LEARN

ED 019117
ED 038472

MATH

ED 015791
ED 027937
ED 037234
ED 046989
ED 063044
ED 063973

MENTAL HEALTH (Prevention and Treatment)

ED 010289
ED 014182
ED 014777
ED 014835
ED 015507
ED 016348
ED 020602
ED 024469
ED 025884
ED 025893
ED 026749
ED 028812
ED 030247
ED 030485
ED 032353
ED 033485
ED 034574
ED 036394
ED 040750
ED 041063
ED 043179
ED 043713
ED 046513
ED 050534
ED 051876
ED 052494
ED 052550
ED 051456
ED 057536
ED 058359
ED 058945
ED 059559
MENTAL HEALTH (cont.)

ED 063452
ED 063713
ED 064846
ED 064852
ED 067804
ED 068161
ED 073834
ED 076230
ED 077167

MIGRANTS

ED 028879
ED 040789
ED 043370
ED 045253
ED 060959

MONTSSORI

ED 030499
ED 033164
ED 044166
ED 069368

NPECE (National Program On EC Development)

ED 050299

PEABODY COLLEGE INTERVENTION PROGRAM

ED 034813
ED 043179

PEER TUTORING

ED 065181

PHYSICAL (Handicapped)

ED 013119
ED 014828
ED 015568
PHYSICAL (Handicapped) (cont.)

ED 016018
ED 016019
ED 022284
ED 022310
ED 026766
ED 026767
ED 026782
ED 026798
ED 026799
ED 027089
ED 027687
ED 028816
ED 028842
ED 029430
ED 029441
ED 029680
ED 032633
ED 033516
ED 034336
ED 036024
ED 036038
ED 037835
ED 038464
ED 038465
ED 038729
ED 038811
ED 039221
ED 039651
ED 043679
ED 046167
ED 046185
ED 050535
ED 052402
ED 054505
ED 055382
ED 055384
ED 057527
ED 061688
ED 062741
ED 063721
ED 065201
ED 065945
ED 065951
ED 069059
ED 071239
ED 071242
ED 072575
ED 073600
ED 073854
ED 074647
ED 074677
PROGRAMS
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READING (cont.)

ED 047017
ED 049908
ED 054912
ED 054915
ED 060596
ED 060743
ED 062877
ED 063597
ED 067162

RESPONSIVE ENVIRONMENT (Far West Lab)

ED 027742
ED 045205
ED 047774

SOCIALIZATION

ED 010835
ED 031291
ED 053040
ED 076233

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S CENTER

ED 067152

T. V.

ED 010529
ED 016080
ED 025946
ED 030298
ED 033768
ED 040027
ED 047821
ED 047822
ED 047823
ED 053197
ED 055676
ED 056430
ED 057914
ED 066221
ED 067872
ED 070248
ED 072845
PROGRAMS
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TUSCON EARLY ED. MODEL
ED 033753
ED 034586
ED 058955

WALDORF NURSERY-KINDERGARTEN PLAN
ED 019114

YPSILANTI / HIGH-SCOPE
ED 049831
ED 049837
ED 069383
ED 069384
ED 069386
ED 069387
ED 077560
PROGRAMS * BY STATE

OVERVIEW OF STATES
ED 060953

ALASKA
ED 072861
ED 072862
ED 075101
ED 075103

CALIFORNIA
ED 023478
ED 027941
ED 036957
ED 038475
ED 051898
ED 069375
ED 073840

COLORADO
ED 020802
ED 038455
ED 038275

CONNECTICUT
ED 071738
ED 071744

FLORIDA
ED 016519

HAWAII
ED 065192

ILLINOIS
ED 021611
KANSAS
ED 020286
ED 039027

LOUISIANA
ED 020008
ED 077086

MARYLAND
ED 055675

MASSACHUSETTS
ED 052846

NORTH CAROLINA
ED 065948

OHIO
ED 045183
ED 073827

OREGON
ED 074681

Pennsylvania
ED 071733
ED 071775

TEXAS
ED 018304
ED 046174
ED 067145
VIRGINIA
ED 025315

WISCONSIN
ED 038453
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE PIAGETIAN DEVELOPMENT OF TWELVE MONTH OLD DISADVANTAGED INFANTS IN AN ENRICHMENT CENTER WITH OTHERS NOT IN SUCH A CENTER.

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF TWO PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS FOR CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN - A HIGHLY STRUCTURED AND A TRADITIONAL PROGRAM.

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VARIOUS PROJECT HEAD START PROGRAMS.

A COMPARISON OF ALL'S PRESCHOOL EDUCATION PROGRAM WITH STANDARD KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS.

A COMPARISON OF PRE-KINDERGARTEN AND PRE-1ST GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS ON MEASURES OF SCHOOL READINESS AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT. Interim Report.


A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE TRENDS DIFFERENTIATING SELECTED GROUPS OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN.

A FACTOR ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE PERFORMANCE OF 340 DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN ON THE ILLINOIS TEST OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ABILITIES.

A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF INTELLIGENCE CHANGES IN CHILDREN WHO PARTICIPATED IN PROJECT HEADS START.

A HEAD START CONTROL GROUP. PART OF THE FINAL REPORT.

A LONGITUDINAL INVESTIGATION OF MONTESSORI AND TRADITIONAL PREKINDERGARTEN TRAINING WITH INNER CITY CHILDREN: A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING OUTCOMES. Three Part Study.

A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF THE INTELLECTUAL GROWTH OF CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN IN A SEQUENTIAL LEARNING TO LEARN PROGRAM.

A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF THE SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THREE-AND FOUR-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN IN A PRESCHOOL PROGRAM.

A PILOT INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF TRAINING TECHNIQUES DESIGNED TO ACCELERATE CHILDREN'S ACQUISITION OF CONSERVATION OF DISCONTINUOUS QUANTITY. Final Report.

A PILOT STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF HETEROGENEOUS AND HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING ON MEXICAN-AMERICAN AND WHITE CHILDREN ATTENDING PREKINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS.
A PREVENTIVE SUMMER PROGRAM FOR KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN LIKELY TO FAIL IN FIRST GRADE READING. Final Report. ED 030495


A SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO EARLY CHILDHOOD AND ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, PHASE I. GRANT REPORT. ED 042517

A SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO EARLY CHILDHOOD AND ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, PHASE III. ED 067150

A SOCIALLY INTEGRATED KINDERGARTEN. ED 034578

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF TEACHER ATTITUDE AND CURRICULUM STRUCTURE ON PRESCHOOL DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT I. ED 027079

A TITLE III E. S. E. A. PROJECT, PATERSON BOARD OF EDUCATION. RESEARCH BULLETIN, VOLUME 1, NUMBER 4, 1970-71. ED 067439

ACHIEVEMENT, MOTIVATION, AND SELF-ATTRIBUTION RELATED TO SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT. RESEARCH PROJECTS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING. ED 063040


AN ASSESSMENT OF INTELLIGENCE, PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ABILITIES AND LEARNING APTITUDES AMONG PRESCHOOL CHILDREN. ED 014323

AN EVALUATION AND FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF SUMMER 1966 HEAD START CHILDREN IN WASHINGTON, D. C. ED 020794

AN EVALUATION OF A SIX-WEEK HEAD START PROGRAM USING AN ACADEMICALLY ORIENTED CURRICULUM: CANTUK, 1967. ED 026114

AN EVALUATION OF DIFFERENCES AMONG DIFFERENT CLASSES OF HEAD START PARTICIPANTS. Final Report. ED 015012

AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF A SUMMER HEAD START PROGRAM. ED 014327

AN EVALUATION OF THE ESEA TITLE I PROGRAM TO STRENGTHEN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION IN POVERTY AREA SCHOOLS, NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION. ED 059338

AN EVALUATION OF THE EXTENDED KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM.

AN EVALUATION OF THE PRESCHOOL READINESS CENTER PROGRAM IN EAST ST. LOUIS, ILLINOIS, JULY 1, 1967-JUNE 30, 1968. FINAL REPORT.

AN EVALUATION OF THE PRESCHOOL READINESS CENTER PROGRAM IN EAST ST. LOUIS, ILLINOIS, JULY 1, 1968 JUNE 30, 1969. FINAL REPORT.

AN EVALUATIVE STUDY OF THE ROCK ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM IN SPANISH-ENGLISH BILINGUAL PROJECTS.

AN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM IN CLASSIFICATION AND ATTENTIONAL TRAINING WITH HEAD START CHILDREN.

AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FORMAL READING INSTRUCTION AT THE KINDERGARTEN LEVEL.

AN EXPLORATION OF POSITIONAL RESPONSE SETS IN DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN AND A TECHNIQUE FOR REDUCTION OF SUCH SETS. FINAL REPORT.

ANALYSIS OF INTELLIGENCE SCORES.

ANNUAL EVALUATION REPORT, 1970-71. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION LEARNING SYSTEM, FORT WORTH CENTRAL CITIES PROJECT.

ASSESSMENT OF RURAL MEXICAN-AMERICAN PUPILS, PRESCHOOL AND GRADES ONE THROUGH SIX, SAN YSIDRO, CALIFORNIA.

ASSESSMENT OF RURAL MEXICAN-AMERICAN PUPILS, PRESCHOOL AND GRADES ONE THROUGH TWELVE, WASCO, CALIFORNIA.

ASSESSMENT OF THE 1969-70 ESEA TITLE III PROJECT: CREATING A SUPPORTIVE EDUCATIONAL ATMOSPHERE FOR PARENTS AND THEIR THREE TO SEVEN YEAR OLD HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PAPERS COVERING WORK UNDER OEO CONTRACT NUMBER 510, Final Report. (Title Supplied)

CHANGES IN STANFORD-BINET IQ: PERFORMANCE VS COMPETENCE.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CENTER FOR HEAD START, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY. ANNUAL REPORT.

CHILDREN'S ABILITY TO OPERATE WITHIN A MATRIX: A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY.
COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF A GROUP OF HEAD START AND A GROUP OF NON-HEAD START PRESCHOOL CHILDREN. Final Report. ED 015013

CONCEPT IDENTIFICATION STRATEGIES. RESEARCH PROJECT NUMBER 3 OF PROJECT HEAD START RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CENTER, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, NOVEMBER 1, 1967. ED 026140

COVARIATION OF SOCIAL STIMULI AND INTERACTION RATES IN THE NATURAL PRESCHOOL ENVIRONMENT. ED 068177

DEVELOPMENT OF A SETTING AND AN ATTITUDE: DISTURBANCE IN HEAD START. ED 046139

DEVELOPMENT OF APPROPRIATE EVALUATION TECHNIQUES FOR SCREENING CHILDREN IN A HEAD START PROGRAM. A PILOT PROJECT. ED 015006

DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY: ITS PLACE AND RELEVANCE IN EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAMS. ED 057898

DIAGNOSTICALLY BASED CURRICULUM, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA; ONE OF A SERIES OF SUCCESSFUL COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PROGRAMS. IT WORKS: PRESCHOOL PROGRAM IN COMPENSATORY EDUCATION. ED 027978

DIMENSIONS OF LOCUS OF CONTROL: IMPACT OF EARLY EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES. ED 072847

DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN AND THEIR FIRST SCHOOL EXPERIENCES: ED 037486 ETS-OEO LONGITUDINAL STUDY. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES. APPENDICES RELATED TO MEASURES. ED 030485

DISTURBANCE AND DISSONANCE COMMUNITY UNIVERSITY COLLABORATION IN DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF DISTURBANCES. ED 045183

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM AND ITS COMPONENTS: PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION, SENSORIMOTOR SKILLS PROGRAM, NEW VISIONS A CHILDREN'S MUSEUM. PROJECT REPORTS, VOLUME 4, BOOK 1, 1969. ED 045183

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROJECT EVALUATION, 1969-70. ED 060956

EARLY CHILDHOOD RESEARCH: SECOND THOUGHTS AND NEXT STEPS. ED 071765

EARLY INTELLECTIVE TRAINING AND SCHOOL PERFORMANCE, SUMMARY OF NIH GRANT NUMBER HD-02253. ED 025324

EARLY SOCIAL TRANSITION AND THE DROPOUT PROBLEM. ED 001877

ED 015013

ED 026140

ED 068177

ED 046139

ED 015006

ED 057898

ED 027978

ED 072847

ED 030485

ED 045183

ED 045183

ED 060956

ED 071765

ED 025324

ED 001877
EDUCATION ACT PROJECT EVALUATION. PART II. ED 013466


EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION IN THE HOME AND PARAPROFESSIONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT: A SECOND GENERATION MODEL STUDY WITH AN EMPHASIS ON COSTS AND BENEFITS. Final Report. ED 052814

EFFECT OF A KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM OF PERCEPTUAL TRAINING UPON THE LATER DEVELOPMENT OF READING SKILLS. Final Report. ED 030491

EFFECTIVENESS OF DIRECT VERBAL INSTRUCTION ON IQ PERFORMANCE AND ACHIEVEMENT IN READING AND ARITHMETIC. ED 030496

EFFECTS OF A FIVE-YEAR COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PROGRAM ON SOCIAL, INTELLECTUAL, LINGUISTIC, AND ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT. ED 067165

EFFECTS OF AGE OF ENTRY AND DURATION OF PARTICIPATION IN A COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PROGRAM. ED 043380

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT HEAD START PROGRAM APPROACHES ON CHILDREN OF DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS: REPORT ON ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM 1966-67 AND 1967-68 NATIONAL EVALUATIONS, TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM. ED 072859

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT HEAD START PROGRAM APPROACHES ON CHILDREN OF DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS: REPORT ON ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM 1968-69 NATIONAL EVALUATION, TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM. ED 072860

EFFECTS OF DURATION OF A NURSERY SCHOOL SETTING ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS AND CHILDREN'S MODELS OF ADAPTATION. ED 047812

EFFECTS OF FOUR DIFFERENT PERCEPTUAL TRAINING PROGRAMS ON IQ AND READING READINESS IN THE LOWER SOCIO-ECONOMIC LEVEL KINDERGARTEN CHILD. ED 046974

EFFECTS OF KINDERGARTEN ATTENDANCE ON DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL READINESS AND LANGUAGE SKILLS. Interim Report. ED 029706

EVALUATING BEHAVIORAL CHANGE DURING A SIX-WEEK PRE-KINDERGARTEN INTERVENTION EXPERIENCE. RESEARCH PROJECT NUMBER 5 OF PROJECT HEAD START RESEARCH AND EVALUATION CENTER, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE. Final Report, November 1, 1967. ED 026142
EVALUATION OF AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN PREVENTION OF EARLY SCHOOL FAILURE. FOLLOW-UP STUDY, Final Report. ED 031295

EVALUATION OF CHANGES OCCURRING IN CHILDREN WHO PARTICIPATED IN PROJECT HEAD START. ED 017316

EVALUATION OF DECENTRALIZED ESEA TITLE I PROGRAMS, DISTRICT 23, NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION, 1970-71 SCHOOL YEAR. ED 060150

EVALUATION OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY HEAD START PROGRAM, 1969-1970. ED 058928

EVALUATION OF SELECTED COMPONENTS OF A SUPPLEMENTARY CENTER FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. TITLE III. ED 032927

EVALUATION OF THE CLEVELAND CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM. A LONGITUDINAL STUDY (FIRST YEAR REPORT) ED 020000


EVALUATION OF TWO ASSOCIATED YM-YWHA HEADSTART PROGRAMS. Final Report. ED 014316

EXPAND AND IMPROVE A CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE FIRST THREE YEARS OF ESEA TITLE I IN NEW YORK CITY. ED 051334

EXPERIMENTAL VARIATION OF HEAD START CURRICULA: A COMPARISON OF CURRENT APPROACHES. ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT, JUNE 1, 1969 MAY 31, 1970. ED 045196

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE APPALACHIA PRESCHOOL EDUCATION PROGRAM TEST DATA. ED 062020

FAMILY DAY CARE: SOME OBSERVATIONS. ED 072856

FINAL REPORT OF AN EVALUATION OF THE ESEA TITLE I PROGRAMS, COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 1, BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. ED 075550

FINAL REPORT ON HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH-1966-67 TO THE INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. SECTION VII, SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL STUDIES. ED 019123

FINAL REPORT ON HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH: 1967-68 TO THE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY. SECTION I: PART A, MIDDLE CLASS MOTHER-TEACHERS IN AN EXPERIMENTAL PRESCHOOL PROGRAM FOR SocialLY DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN. ED 023454
FINAL REPORT OF THE EVALUATION OF THE 1971 COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 1, TITLE I SUMMER PROGRAM. SEEA TITLE I.

FIRST-YEAR PROGRESS REPORT OF A PROJECT IN NURSERY SCHOOL EDUCATION FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY DEPRIVED SPANISH-AMERICAN CHILDREN.

FOCUS ON CHILDREN WITH UNDERDEVELOPED SKILLS: END OF BUDGET YEAR REPORT.

FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT, WICHITA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 259: INITIAL YEAR, SEPTEMBER 1968 - MAY 1969 EVALUATION REPORT.

FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF PUPILS WITH DIFFERING PRESCHOOL EXPERIENCES.


HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, BOSTON UNIVERSITY. REPORT D-I, PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVENTION STUDYING CLINICAL PROCESS AND DISTURBANCE WITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, BOSTON UNIVERSITY. REPORT D-II, TRAINING FOR NUMBER CONCEPT.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER. PROGRESS REPORT OF RESEARCH STUDIES 1966 TO 1967. DOCUMENT 1, DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATRIX TEST.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER. PROGRESS REPORT OF RESEARCH STUDIES 1966 TO 1967. DOCUMENT 6, INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION PROJECT I.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. REPORT A, NATIONAL INFLUENCES UPON DEVELOPMENT OF COGNITION.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. REPORT D, THE INTERACTION OF INTELLIGENCE AND BEHAVIOR AS ONE PREDICTOR OF EARLY SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT IN WORKING CLASS AND CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGED HEAD START CHILDREN.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. REPORT E, COMPARATIVE USE OF ALTERNATIVE MODES FOR ASSESSING COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN BILINGUAL OR NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING CHILDREN.
HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. REPORT F, SOCIALIZATION INTO THE ROLE OF PUPIL.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, TULANE UNIVERSITY. Annual Report.

HEAD START RESEARCH AND EVALUATION OFFICE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES. APPENDIX I TO THE ANNUAL REPORT, NOVEMBER 1967.

HEAD START RESEARCH AND EVALUATION OFFICE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES. ANNUAL REPORT, NOVEMBER 1967. SECTION II.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS. FINAL REPORT ON RESEARCH ACTIVITIES.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS. REPORT NO. VI, A FAILURE TO SHOW AND INVOLVEMENT OF CURRENT MOTIVATIONAL VARIABLES IN THE RESPONSE OF HEAD START CHILDREN IN THE ASSESSMENT OF INTELLIGENCE BY MEANS OF THE STANFORD BINET TEST.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS. REPORT NO. VIIB, ESTABLISHMENT OF NONVERBAL COLOR DISCRIMINATION RESPONSES TO AUDITORY COLOR-LABELING STIMULI AND SUBSEQUENT EFFECTS ON COLOR-LABELING RESPONSES.

HEAD START EVALUATION AND RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS. REPORT NO. VIIC, ERRORLESS DISCRIMINATION IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN: A PROGRAM FOR ESTABLISHING A ONE-MINUTE DELAY OF REINFORCEMENT.
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J. L. Hoopes

ANALYSIS OF VISUAL PERCEPTION OF CHILDREN IN THE APPALACHIA PRESCHOOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
B. W. Hines
(FROSTIG DEVELOPMENTAL TEST OF VISUAL PERCEPTION)

ASSESSING THE ATTITUDES OF YOUNG CHILDREN TOWARD SCHOOL
S. Ball

ATTAINMENT OF COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES
B. W. Hines
(APT-APPALACHIA PRESCHOOL TEST)

CHILDREN'S COMPONENT SELECTION WITH VARYING DEGREES OF TRAINING
G. A. Hale and S. S. Taweel
(Component Selection Measure to determine attention)

COGNITIVE SYNTHESIS, CONSERVATION AND TASK ANALYSIS
V. C. Hall and E. Caldwell
(THE FOUR PART FARNHAM-DIGGORY COGNITIVE SYNTHESIS TASK)

CORRELATES OF SELF PERCEPTION IN SCHOOL
J. M. Alberti
(SPS INVENTORY-SELF PERCEPTION IN SCHOOL)

DEPENDENCY AND SOCIAL PERFORMANCE: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SCALE TO MEASURE LEVEL OF INDEPENDENCE IN SMALL CHILDREN
J. L. Sote-Padin
Types of Testing

DEVELOPMENT OF ATTITUDES TOWARD OTHERS IN YOUNG CHILDREN
R. L. Hohn and M. E. Swartz

DEVELOPMENT OF A SCALE TO EVALUATE COGNITIVE STYLES AND ABILITIES
R. Brozovich et. al.
(Brozovich-Hall Watson (BHW) Scale)

EARLY EDUCATION SCREENING TEST BATTERY OF BASIC SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT: A STUDY OF TEST SELECTION
DHEW, Bureau of Research

EXPLORATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF SELECTED READING READINESS TEST
A. V. Olson and C. L. Rosen

FACTORS OF MOTIVATION IN YOUNG CHILDREN: THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL
D. C. Adkins and B. L. Ballif
(GUMP TRACKIES Motivation Test)

FIGURAL CREATIVITY AND CONVERGENT THINKING AMONG CULTURALLY DEPRIVED KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN
W. L. Bashaw and W. F. White
(Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking)

GROSS MOTOR OBSERVATIONS
DHEW, Bureau of Research
(measurement of motor skills)

IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF CHARACTERISTICS OF KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN THAT FORETELL EARLY LEARNING PROBLEMS
W. K. Reece
(M-S-P Test)

IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS
C. Stern et. al.
(Kohns Behavior Checklist and Competence Scale)

IDENTIFY AND ASSIST THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH RISK PRESCHOOL CHILDREN
M. Mann
(Specific instruments aimed at major areas of conceptual development; properties, position, opposites, quantification, comparisons, associations, time, motion)

INTERNAL-EXTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL AND CREATIVITY
S. L. Oden
(The Bialer Locus of Control Scale/Wallach and Kogen's Creativity Tasks)
TYPES OF TESTING

MEASURING DIFFERENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN YOUNG CHILDREN
H. L. Garber
(The Ivanov-Smolensky Procedure)

MEASURING PERCEPTUAL MOTOR ABILITY IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN
W. J. Meyer et. al.
(Kephart Perceptual Survey Rating Scale)

PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR AND MOTOR PERFORMANCE TEST BATTERIES DEVELOPED FOR PRESCHOOL THROUGH GRADE SIX CHILDREN
C. Arnett and M. M. Thompson
(Missouri Physical Performance Assessment Program)

PRESCHOOL RACIAL ATTITUDE MEASURE II
J. E. Williams et. al.
(PRAM)

PRODUCTIVITY OF YOUNG CHILDREN: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR SCALES (CRB)
F. Garfunkel

PROJECT TOBI, THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PRE-SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TEST
M. H. Moss
(TOBI-Test of Basic Information)

RATIONALE FOR THE PERCEPTUAL ANALYSIS KINDERGARTEN TEST
R. H. Pender

RESEARCH AT ETS: PROJECTS AND PUBLICATIONS
D. Loye, ed.
(surveys over 200 studies undertaken at Educational Testing Service, Princeton, NJ from July, 1968 to June, 1969)

SCHOOL READINESS, BEHAVIOR TESTS USED AT THE GESELL INSTITUTE
F. L. ILG AND L. B. Ames

SITUATIONAL TESTS FOR EVALUATION OF INTERVENTION PROGRAMS
S. A. Grimmett

THE ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE
W. J. Meyer

THE ASSESSMENT OF SELF CONCEPT-THE BROWN-IDS SELF CONCEPT REFERENCE TEST
B. R. Brown

THE AUDITORY ANALYSIS TEST: AN INITIAL REPORT
J. Rosner and D. P. Simon
Types of Testing

THE BENDER GESTALT TEST WITH THE HUMAN FIGURE DRAWING TEST FOR YOUNG SCHOOL CHILDREN. A MANUAL FOR USE WITH THE KOPPITZ SCORING SYSTEM. E. M. Koppitz

THE COGNITIVE ENVIRONMENTS OF URBAN PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING TOY SORTING TASK
Robert D. Hess et. al.

. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING THE EIGHT-BLOCK SORTING TASK
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING SIGEL CONCEPTUAL STYLE SORTING TASKS
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING HOME RESOURCES PATTERNS
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING THE TWENTY QUESTIONS TASK
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING MOTHER'S ROLE IN TEACHER/CHILD AND CHILD/PEER SCHOOL SITUATIONS
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING FIRST DAY
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING EDUCATIONAL ATTITUDE SURVEY
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING MOTHER'S ATTITUDES TOWARD CHILD'S BEHAVIOR LEADING TO MASTERY
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING "SCHOOLS" QUESTION
. MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE HOME INTERVIEW
. MANUAL OF RECORDING AND OBSERVATION TECHNIQUES FOR MOTHER-CHILD INTERACTION

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXPERIMENTAL SENSORY-MOTOR AND MOVEMENT SKILLS TEST BATTERY
R. E. OHPET

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INFANT CURRICULUM
E. Winkelstein and G. Wolfson
(Hunt-Usgiris Scales for infants 8 to 19 months)

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
M. I. Friedman et. al.
(problem solving development scales)

THE DRAW-A-CLASSROOM TEST: AN OVERVIEW
Toronto Board of Education Research Dept.
(provide information on; how child perceives school experiences)
Types of Testing

THE IDENTIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT OF THINKING ABILITY IN YOUNG CHILDREN
L. H. Stott and R. S. Ball
(types of mental abilities—Merrill/Palmer Scale Guilford Model)

THREE DIMENSIONAL AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TEST
DHEW, Bureau of Research

THRESHOLD BY IDENTIFICATION OF PICTURES (TIP) AND DISCRIMINATION BY IDENTIFICATION OF PICTURES (DIF)
G. S. Haspiel and B. M. Siegenthaler

USE OF SCALING TECHNIQUES IN THE ANALYSIS OF MODE OF RESPONDING OF KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN
B. S. Randhawa and D. Hunt
(Kruskal-Shepard Scalin and Procrustes Rotation Procedures/dimensions of stimuli in terms of color, shape or size)

VISUAL AND HAPTIC DIMENSIONAL DOMINANCE: THE EFFECTS OF NOVELTY
A. W. Siegel and J. C. Barber
(visual dimensions were form and color/haptic dimensions were form and texture)

WHAT BEHAVIORS MAY BE CALLED DEVIANT FOR CHILDREN?
A COMPARISON OF TWO APPROACHES TO BEHAVIOR CLASSIFICATION
D. A. Adkins and S. M. Johnson
(types of observation scales)

WHAT HAPPENS IN THE FOLLOW-THROUGH PROGRAM? IMPLICATIONS FOR CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.
J. STALLINGS
(The SRI Classroom Observation Instrument—COI involves; physical environment, classroom environment, and timed observation checklist)
ANALYSIS OF INTELLIGENCE SCORES
Brainard W. Hines

AN EVALUATION OF STANDARDIZED TESTS AS TOOLS FOR
THE MEASUREMENT OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
Elisa Roberts

EFFECTS OF AGE AND FAMILIARITY OF EXAMINER ON
TEST PERFORMANCE: A DRAFT
Jean H. Orost

EVALUATION ON INFANT AND PRESCHOOL MENTAL TESTS
R. S. Ball and L. H. Stott

HOW CHILDREN FEEL ABOUT THEMSELVES: THE Achilles
Heel of Measurement
Carolyn Stern

INFANT AND PRESCHOOL MENTAL TESTS: REVIEW AND
EVALUATION
L. H. Scott and R. S. Ball

INFANT INTELLIGENCE TESTS: THEIR USE AND MISUSE
M. Lewis

INTELLECTUAL EVALUATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED
CHILD-A HANDBOOK
Robert M. Allen

INTERACTION PATTERNS AS A SOURCE OF ERROR IN
TEACHER’S EVALUATION OF HEAD START CHILDREN
M. Holmes et al.

MODIFICATION OF THE PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY TEST
A. Faizunisa and J. Costello

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MIDDLE CLASS AND
LOWER CLASS PRESCHOOL CHILDREN ON THE STANFORD-
BINET
W. J. Meyer and D. Goldstein

PRIMARY MENTAL ABILITIES AND METROPOLITAN READINESS
TESTS AS PREDICTORS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN THE FIRST
PRIMARY YEAR
(DHEW)

PROBLEMS IN THE PRACTICAL ESTABLISHMENT OF PREDICTIVE
MEASURES IN THE SCHOOLS
H. A. Severson

STANDARDIZED TESTS AND THE DISADVANTAGED
R. J. Rankin and R. W. Henderson

STANFORD-BINET, PPVT, AND LOW-INCOME PRESCHOOLERS:
NEW PITFALLS FOR OLD TESTS.
M. G. Cline

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAMS.
J. F. Haenn et. al.

THE EVALUATION OF INFANT INTELLIGENCE: INFANT INTELLIGENCE SCORES - TRUE OR FALSE?
M. Lewis and H. McGurk

TESTING LITTLE CHILDREN SOME OLD PROBLEMS IN NEW SETTINGS
H. S. Dyer

THE DEGREE AND NATURE OF THE RELATIONS BETWEEN TRADITIONAL PSYCHOMETRIC AND PIAGETIAN DEVELOPMENT MEASURES OF MENTAL DEVELOPMENT
W. E. Hathaway

THE EFFECTS OF THE EXAMINER AND THE TESTING SITUATION UPON THE PERFORMANCE OF CULTURALLY DEPRIVED CHILDREN
J. Phillips

THE LIMITATIONS OF BRIEF INTELLIGENCE TESTING WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
L. A. Rosenberg and M. Stroud
PAR EN EDUCATION

A HOME LEARNING CENTER APPROACH TO EARLY STIMULATION. ED 056750
A HOME LEARNING CENTER APPROACH TO EARLY STIMULATION. ED 056760
A HOME TRAINING PROGRAM FOR YOUNG MENTALLY ILL CHILDREN. ED 047456
A PARENT EDUCATION APPROACH TO PROVISION OF EARLY STIMULATION FOR THE CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGED. Final Report. ED 017339
A PLAN OF ACTION FOR PARENT-CHILD EDUCATIONAL CENTERS. ED 027959
A PROGRESS REPORT ON THE PARENT-CHILD COURSE AND TOY LIBRARY. ED 045206
A REVIEW OF THE PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS OF PROGRAMS TO DEVELOP PARENTING SKILLS. ED 068150
A STUDY IN CHILD CARE (CASE STUDY FROM VOLUME II-A) "THEY UNDERSTAND": DAY CARE PROGRAMS REPRINT SERIES. ED 051892
A TUTORIAL LANGUAGE PROGRAM FOR DISADVANTAGED INFANTS. ED 040766
ADAPTATIONAL TASKS IN CHILDHOOD IN OUR CULTURE. ED 021632
ADOLESCENTS AS MOTHERS: RESULTS OF A PROGRAM FOR LOW INCOME PREGNANT TEEN-AGERS WITH SOME EMPHASIS UPON INFANTS' DEVELOPMENT. ED 041300
AIDING COGNITIVE GROWTH IN DISADVANTAGED PRESCHOOLERS. ED 059792
AN APPROACH FOR WORKING WITH MOTHERS OF DISADVANTAGED PRESCHOOL CHILDREN. ED 017335
AN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED INFANTS. ED 040749
AN EXPERIMENT IN THE PREVENTION OF CULTURAL-FAMILIAL MENTAL RETARDATION. ED 059762
CARE AND EDUCATION OF THE YOUNG CHILD. ED 071758
CERTAIN HOME ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND CHILDREN'S READING READINESS. ED 041711
CHILD MENTAL HEALTH IN THE '70's. ED 075516
COGNITIVE AND PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN. ED 069330
COMPETENCE AND DEPENDENCE IN CHILDREN: PARENTAL TREATMENT OF FOUR-YEAR-OLD GIRLS. Final Report. ED 030497
CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON EARLY DEVELOPMENT.  
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND DAY CARE DESIGNED ESPECIALLY TO STRENGTHEN THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY IN HELPING CHILDREN PREPARE FOR SUCCESS IN LIFE.  
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AS AN INTERVENTION IN THE CHILD'S ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM.  
EARLY INFANT STIMULATION AND MOTOR DEVELOPMENT.  
EDUCATION OF CHILDREN AGED ONE TO THREE: A CURRICULUM MANUAL.  
FAMILY AND SCHOOL CENTERS OF LEARNING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN.  
FOCUS ON PARENT EDUCATION AS A MEANS OF ALTERING THE CHILD'S ENVIRONMENT.  
FOSTERING THE MOTHER'S ROLE IN THE COGNITIVE GROWTH OF LOW INCOME PRESCHOOLERS: A NEW FAMILY AGENCY FUNCTION.  
HOW DEVIANT IS THE NORMAL CHILD? A BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF THE PRESCHOOL CHILD AND HIS FAMILY.  
INFANT DAY CARE: HAZARD OR MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE?  
INFANT EDUCATION RESEARCH PROJECT: IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPLICATIONS OF A HOME TUTORING PROGRAM.  
INSTRUCTION PAMPHLET FOR PARENTS OF OPPOSITIONAL CHILDREN.  
INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES IN INFANT STIMULATION.  
INTELLECTUAL SKILL LEARNING IN THE HOME ENVIRONMENT. Interim Research Report.  
KRÄMNER SCHOOL SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY.  
MANUAL FOR REPLICATION OF THE MOTHER-CHILD HOME PROGRAM. (Preliminary Version, For Field-Testing)  
MATERNAL BEHAVIOR AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF READING READINESS IN URBAN NEGRO CHILDREN.  
MOTHERS AS EARLY COGNITIVE TRAINERS: GUIDING LOW-INCOME MOTHERS TO WORK WITH THEIR PRE-PRESCHOOLERS.
MOTHERS' TRAINING PROGRAM: EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION BY THE MOTHERS OF DISADVANTAGED INFANTS.  

MOTHERS' TRAINING PROGRAM: THE GROUP PROCESS.  

ON CLASS DIFFERENCES AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT.  

OPEN THE DOOR. SEE THE PEOPLE. A DESCRIPTIVE REPORT OF THE SECOND YEAR OF THE COMMUNITY FAMILY DAY CARE PROJECT.  

PARENT-CHILD EDUCATIONAL CENTERS: A FACILITY FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AGES, INFANCY TO SEVEN YEARS.  

PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN COMPENSATORY EDUCATION.  

PARENT TRAINING MANUAL EMPHASIZING DATA SYSTEMS FOR MOTHERS AND CHILDREN IN A DIAGNOSTIC PRESCHOOL.  

PHILOSOPHY: A CRUCIAL DISTINCTION.  

PIAGETIAN THEORY ON IMITATIVE BEHAVIOR IN CHILDHOOD: DIRECTION FOR PARENT-INFANT EDUCATION.  

PRENATAL-POSTNATAL INTERVENTION: A DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY FINDINGS OF A HOME VISIT PROGRAM SUPPLYING COGNITIVE, NUTRITIONAL AND HEALTH INFORMATION TO DISADVANTAGED HOMES.  

PRESCHOOL INTERVENTION: A BEHAVIORAL SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM.  


PROGRAMS FOR INFANT MOTHERING TO DEVELOP A SENSE OF SELF AND COMPETENCE IN INFANCY.  

RECRUITING LOW-INCOME FAMILIES FOR FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION PROGRAMS. Four Reports.  

REPORT OF FIRST NATIONAL HOME START CONFERENCE.  

RESEARCH, CHANGE, AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: AN ILLUSTRATIVE MODEL FROM EARLY EDUCATION.  

ROLE OF MOTHERS' LANGUAGE STYLES IN MEDIATING THEIR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN'S COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT.
SOCIAL PUNISHMENT IN THE MODIFICATION OF A PRE-SCHOOL CHILD'S "AUTISTIC-LIKE" BEHAVIOR WITH MOTHER AS THERAPIST.

TEACHING MOTHERS TO TEACH: A HOME COUNSELING PROGRAM FOR LOW-INCOME PARENTS.

TELEVISED PARENT TRAINING PROGRAM: REINFORCEMENT STRATEGIES FOR MOTHERS OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN. Final Report.

THE ABC'S OF LEARNING IN INFANCY.

THE CHILD'S LITERARY HERITAGE, FOLK AND FAIRY LITERATURE

THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF A PARENT TRAINING MANUAL FOR HOME INSTRUCTION.

THE EFFECT OF EARLY STIMULATION: THE PROBLEM OF FOCUS IN DEVELOPMENTAL STIMULATION.

THE EFFECTS OF MOTHERS' PRESENCE AND PREVISITS ON CHILDREN'S EMOTIONAL REACTIONS TO STARTING NURSERY SCHOOL.

THE FLORIDA PARENT EDUCATOR PROGRAM.

THE HOME START DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM: AN OVERVIEW.

THE MAGIC YEARS: UNDERSTANDING AND HANDLING THE PROBLEMS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD.

THE TWO YEAR OLD.

THE YOUNG BLACK CHILD: HIS EARLY EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT.

TOWARD THE PREVENTION OF INCAPABILITY.

## A Teaching Learning Schema for Teacher Training and Curriculum Development in Early Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 049812</td>
<td>A Teaching Learning Schema for Teacher Training and Curriculum Development in Early Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## An Administrator's Suggestions for a Sample Staff Training Program in an Early Childhood Center for Handicapped Demonstration: Male Workers in Day Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 055383</td>
<td>An Administrator's Suggestions for a Sample Staff Training Program in an Early Childhood Center for Handicapped Demonstration: Male Workers in Day Care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Four Observational Categories for Describing Teacher Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 013238</td>
<td>Four Observational Categories for Describing Teacher Behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Preparing Teachers of Disadvantaged Children: A Survey of Characteristics of Elementary Teacher Education Programs in Texas and Louisiana

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 024617</td>
<td>Preparing Teachers of Disadvantaged Children: A Survey of Characteristics of Elementary Teacher Education Programs in Texas and Louisiana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Relationships Between Children's Questions and Nursery School Teacher's Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 046507</td>
<td>Relationships Between Children's Questions and Nursery School Teacher's Responses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Teacher Control in Pre-Schools on Los Angeles, London, and Frankfurt

(Comparative Education Review 17; 1; 11-25, Feb 73)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 053180</td>
<td>Teacher Control in Pre-Schools on Los Angeles, London, and Frankfurt (Comparative Education Review 17; 1; 11-25, Feb 73)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Teacher Verbalization and the Verbal Development of Head Start Children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 050037</td>
<td>Teacher Verbalization and the Verbal Development of Head Start Children</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## The Role of Teacher Expectations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 055392</td>
<td>The Role of Teacher Expectations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Training of Nonprofessionals in ECE Centers
PHYSICAL HEALTH * NUTRITION

A STUDY OF FOOD AND POVERTY AMONG 113 HEAD START CHILDREN IN MISSOULA, MONTANA.

BEHAVIORAL DATA FROM THE TULANE NUTRITION STUDY.

DEVELOPMENT AND DISABILITY AT AGE FOUR: A PROSPECTIVE LONGITUDINAL STUDY.

DESIGNS AND PROPOSAL: EARLY CHILDHOOD RESEARCH: A NEW LOOK: MALNUTRITION, LEARNING AND INTELLIGENCE. (ONE IN A SERIES OF SIX PAPERS)

HOW MUCH CAN WE BOOST IQ AND SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT?

INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATION OF MORTALITY IN CHILDHOOD: California Study. Final Report.

LONG TERM STUDY OF PREMATURES: Summary of Published Findings.

MALNUTRITION AND LEARNING.


MALNUTRITION AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT.

MALNUTRITION, COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT, AND LEARNING. A BIBLIOGRAPHY.

MALNUTRITION, LEARNING AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT: Research and Remediation.

NUTRITION AND INTELLECTUAL GROWTH IN CHILDREN.

NUTRITION AND MENTAL DEVELOPMENT. RESEARCH REPORT NO. 5.

Preschool Intelligence of Oversized Newborns.

Psychological and Educational Sequelae of Prematurity. Interim Report No. 11.

The Natural History of 1008 Infants: Phase III. Final Report.


ED 028829
ED 043375
ED 064814
ED 053811
ED 023722
ED 068174
ED 043389
ED 051321
ED 056749
ED 073188
ED 069401
ED 039017
ED 028570
ED 037252
ED 034582
ED 059569
ED 059568
ED 076240
OUTERDIRECTEDNESS AS A PROBLEM-SOLVING APPROACH IN RELATION TO DEVELOPMENTAL LEVEL AND SELECTED TASK VARIABLES.

TYPE OF SOLUTION IN THE PROBLEM-SOLVING BEHAVIOR OF NORMAL AND MENTALLY-RETARDED CHILDREN.
LEARNING / ART, COLOR, FORM

RESEARCH IN ART EDUCATION: THE DEVELOPMENT OF PERCEPTION ED 054187 IN ART PRODUCTION OF KINDERGARTEN STUDENTS. Final Report.
APPLICATION OF A CURRICULUM HIERARCHY EVALUATION (CHE) MODEL TO SEQUENTIALLY ARRANGED TASKS.

TASK SEQUENCE AND OVERTRAINING IN CHILDREN'S LEARNING AND TRANSFER OF DOUBLE CLASSIFICATION SKILLS.

TRANSFER AND SEQUENCE IN LEARNING DOUBLE CLASSIFICATION SKILLS.
ATTENTION COGNITIVE STYLE. 1972

AUDITORY COMPONENTS OF NEONATAL EXPERIENCE: A Preliminary Report.

AUDITORY LEARNING. DIMENSIONS IN EARLY LEARNING SERIES.
A METHODOLOGY FOR FOSTERING ABSTRACT THINKING IN DEPRIVED CHILDREN

A STUDY OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF CONSERVATION OF LENGTH RELATIONS, CONSERVATIONS OF LENGTH, AND TRANSITIVITY OF LENGTH RELATIONS OF THE AGE OF FOUR AND FIVE YEARS.

AN INTRODUCTION OF LENGTH CONCEPTS TO KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN. Report from the Project on Analysis of Mathematics Instruction.

CONCEPT FORMATION BY KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN IN A CARD-SORTING TASK. Psychology Series.

EFFECTS OF COGNITIVE SET AND THE VARIETY OF RELEVANT EXPERIENCE ON CONCEPT FORMATION IN CHILDREN. California University, Berkeley. Report No.CRP-1459.

FOSTERING MAXIMUM GROWTH IN CHILDREN.

INVESTIGATION OF CONCEPT LEARNING IN YOUNG CHILDREN. Final Report.

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF "MORE" OR "LESS."

RULE AND ATTRIBUTE LEARNING IN THE USE AND IDENTIFICATION OF CONCEPTS WITH YOUNG DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.

SENSORIMOTOR EXPERIENCE AND CONCEPT FORMATION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD. Final Report.

TEACHING KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN TO APPLY CONCEPT-DEFINING RULES.

THE EFFECTS OF EXTRANEOUS MATERIAL AND NEGATIVE EXEMPLARS ON A SOCIAL SCIENCE CONCEPT-LEARNING TASK FOR PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN.

THE ROLE OF FRONT-BACK FEATURES IN CHILDREN'S 'FRONT' 'BACK' AND 'BESIDE' PLACEMENTS OF OBJECTS.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND THE YOUNG AUTONOMOUS LEARNER
LEARNING

DISCRIMINATION

AN INVESTIGATION IN THE LEARNING OF RELATIONAL PROPERTIES BY KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN. ED 062137

DISCRIMINATION OF RECEENCY IN CHILDREN. Final Report. ED 030493

EFFECTS OF DESIGN BOARD TRAINING ON THE PERFORMANCE SCALE AND SUBTESTS OF THE WPPSI. ED 046340


INFERENCE IN DISCRIMINATION LEARNING OF EARLY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN. ED 069343

LEARNING ABILITIES OF THE PREKINDERGARTEN CHILD. Final Report. ED 066225

STYLES OF CATEGORIZATION AMONG LOWER-CLASS KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN. ED 012279

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF SERIATION. ED 058952

VARIABLES AFFECTING THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUNG CHILDREN ON A LETTER DISCRIMINATION TASK. ED 020797
HAPTIC LEARNING (TOUCH)

A LONGITUDINAL ASSESSMENT OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN IN HAPTIC LEARNING. Final Report.
LEARNING

LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE AS LABOR: SEMANTIC ACTIVITIES AS THE BASIS FOR LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT.  ED 073843

LINGUISTIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN THE SPEECH REGULATION OF BEHAVIOR IN VERY YOUNG CHILDREN.  ED 024442

LINGUISTIC CAPACITY OF VERY YOUNG CHILDREN  ED 018796

LURIA'S MODEL OF THE VERBAL CONTROL OF BEHAVIOR.  ED 024443

STUDY F: MOTIVATIONAL AND CONTROL IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS, D. BIRCH.  ED 024443

ON LEARNING TO TALK: ARE PRINCIPLES DERIVED FROM THE LEARNING LABORATORY APPLICABLE?  ED 023481

SENTENCES AS BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES.  ED 065173

SPEECH AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF MENTAL PROCESSES IN THE CHILD.  ED 061209

STIMULATING ORAL EXPRESSION WITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN.  ED 050076

THE ACQUISITION OF LINGUISTIC STRUCTURE. TECHNICAL REPORT VIII, A STUDY IN THE ACQUISITION OF LANGUAGE: FREE RESPONSES TO COMMANDS.  ED 023486

YOUNG CHILDREN'S COMPREHENSION OF LOGICAL CONNECTIVES.  ED 033756
LEARNING

MA TH

AN INVESTIGATION IN THE LEARNING OF EQUIVALENCE AND ORDER RELATIONS BY FOUR-AND FIVE-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN.

CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING OF NÉGATION AS A LOGICAL OPERATION IN A CLASSIFICATION TASK.

CHILDREN'S USE OF PERCEPTUAL GROUPINGS IN COUNTING.
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MATHEMATICAL CONCEPT LEARNING BY THE PRE-SCHOOL CHILD. Final Report.

NUMBER TRAINING TECHNIQUES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON DIFFERENT POPULATIONS. Final Report.

THE CHILD'S INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICS: A TRANSFER MODEL BASED IN MEASUREMENT.
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ACCELERATION OF INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD. Final Report. ED 014332
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PRESCHOOL READING INSTRUCTION: A LITERATURE SEARCH, EVALUATION, AND INTERPRETATION. Final Report. ED 069346

RESEARCH: NEW HOPE FOR KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN. ED 058011

SOME LINGUISTIC DIMENSIONS IN AUDITORY BLENDING. ED 049885

TEACHING CHILD ALPHA: "A"
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THE Dimensions OF

THE RELATION BETWEEN HAND-X YL PREFERENCE AND FIRST- GRADE READING-A FOLLOW-UP STUDY. ED 015090
A STUDY OF CHILDREN'S ERROR TENDENCIES DURING LEARNING. ED 003717
A STUDY OF STIMULUS PREFERENCE AND ITS ROLE IN CHILDREN'S LEARNING BEHAVIOR. Final Report. ED 035938
A STUDY OF WORD ASSOCIATIONS OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN. ED 037308
ABILITY OF Ghetto CHILDREN TO RETAIN IMAGES RELATED TO LEARNING. Final Report. ED 064452
ABSENCE OF PRIORITY OF FREE RECALL OF NEWLY LEARNED ITEMS IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN. ED 065193
AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF ERROR INTERACTION ON "ERRORLESS" AND TRIAL-AND-ERROR PROGRAMS. Progress Report. ED 042491
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE MOST EFFICIENT LEARNING SEQUENCE OF THREE SET RELATIONS IN THE PRESCHOOL YEARS. ED 047942
CLASSIFICATION AND ATTENTION TRAINING CURRICULA FOR HEAD START CHILDREN. ED 042508
DEVELOPMENT OF A TASK SEQUENCE IN VISUAL PERCEPTION: A VALIDATION STUDY. ED 063035
DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN AND THEIR FIRST SCHOOL EXPERIENCES: ETS-HEAD START LONGITUDINAL STUDY: STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF COGNITIVE COMPETENCIES AND STYLES PRIOR TO SCHOOL ENTRY. ED 068522
EFFECT OF LABELS ON MEMORY IN THE ABSENCE OF REHEARSAL. ED 051883
EFFECT OF VERBALIZATION ON YOUNG CHILDREN'S LEARNING OF A MANIPULATIVE SKILL. ED 035447
EFFECTS OF MasseD VS. DISTRIBUTED PRACTICE AND WORD FREQUENCY ON YOUNG CHILDREN'S FREE RECALL. ED 063020
ERROR, RESPONSE TIME AND IQ: SEX DIFFERENCES IN COGNITIVE STYLE OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN. ED 026122
EXTENSION OF A THEORY OF PREDICTIVE BEHAVIOR TO IMMEDIATE RECALL BY PRESCHOOL CHILDREN. ED 025326
FIELD INDEPENDENCE-DEPENDENCE, REALIZATION-IMPULSIVITY, AND PROBLEM-SOLVING STYLES OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN. Interim Report. ED 076246
HABITUATION AND THE RESPONSE TO DISCREPANCY: IMPLICATIONS FOR MEMORY, RETRIEVAL, AND PROCESSING PERCEPTUAL INFORMATION.

INDUCED VERSUS SPONTANEOUS REHEARSAL IN SHORT-TERM MEMORY IN NURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN. Study M: Development of Selective Attention Abilities.

MOTORIC MEDIATION IN CHILDREN'S PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING: EFFECTS OF VISUAL AND TACTUAL CONTACT.

PERCEIVED ORDER OF AUDITORY AND VISUAL STIMULI IN CHILDREN. Final Report.

PERCEPTUAL CONFUSIONS AMONG FRICATIVES IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN.

PERCEPTUAL STIMulus HIARCHY (SIC) OF KINDERGAETEN, THIRD GRADE, AND SLOW READERS.

PROCESSES OF CURiosity AND EXPLORATION IN PRESCHOOL DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.


STIMULUS DIMENSIONALITY AND MANIPULABILITY IN VISUAL PERCEPTUAL LEARNING.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF GRAPHIC ACTIVITY IN THE CHILD: A THEORY AND A FIRST EXPERIMENT.

THE DISTANCING HYPOTHESIS: A HYPOTHESIS CRUCIAL TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF REPRESENTATIONAL COMPETENCE.

THE EFFECT OF MEMORY SPAN ON CUE PATTERNS IN WORD RECOGNITION.

THE EFFECTS OF MODE OF PRESENTATION AND NUMBER OF CATEGORIES ON 4-YEAR-OLDS' PROPORTION ESTIMATES.

THE INFLUENCE OF ABILITY LEVEL AND MATERIALS ON CLASSIFICATORY AND IMAGINATIVE BEHAVIOR IN FREE PLAY.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN THE ORIENTING RESPONSE TO COMPLEX LEARNING IN KINDERGARTNERS. Report from the Motivation and Individual Differences in Learning and Retention Project.
THE ROLE OF SCANNING IN POSITIONAL RESPONSE SETS IN DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN.

VERBAL ELABORATION IN CHILDREN: VARIATIONS IN PROCEDURES AND DESIGN. Research Report #34.

VERBAL ELABORATION PHENOMENA IN NURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN. Research Report #28.

VERBAL MEDIATION AND SATIATION IN YOUNG CHILDREN.

VISUAL AND HAPTIC DIMENSIONAL PREFERENCE: A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY.
A LONGITUDINAL ASSESSMENT OF THINKING ABILITY OF PRELITERATE CHILDREN DURING A TWO-YEAR PERIOD.

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THREE VARIABLES - INTELLIGENCE, CREATIVITY, AND LANGUAGE- IN DISADVANTAGED PRESCHOOL

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT AS EXPLORED BY PIAGET AND ITS IMPACT ON LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

DO PRESCHOOLERS LEARNING TO SORT PREFER THE HELP OF VYGOTSKY OR PIAGET/?

EffECTS OF TRAINING ON THE ETHICAL REASONING OF CHILDREN

FROM THE INFANT'S SMILE TO MASTERY OF ANXIETY: THE DEVELOPMENT OF HUMOR

INSTRUCTIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

PIAGETIAN THEORY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MOBEL CURRICULUM FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

RESEARCH PROGRAM ON INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

SIX STRUCTURE OF INTELLECT HYPOTHESES IN SIX YEAR OLD CHILDREN

THE CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING.

THE MODIFICATION OF AGE-SPECIFIC EXPECTATIONS OF PIAGET'S THEORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLIGENCE IN MORAL JUDGMENTS OF FOUR TO SEVEN YEAR OLD CHILDREN IN RELATION TO USE OF PUPPETS IN A SOCIAL (IMITATIVE) LEARNING PARADIGM
LEARNING THEORIES - REINFORCEMENT

A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF VERBAL AND MATERIAL REWARD ON THE LEARNING OF LOWER CLASS PRESCHOOL CHILDREN.

A PILOT STUDY OF THE USE OF INCENTIVES TO ENHANCE SCHOOL LEARNING.

A PROGRAM OF STIMULUS CONTROL FOR ESTABLISHING A ONE-MINUTE WAIT FOR REINFORCEMENT IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN. Progress Report.

DELAYED INSTRUCTIONAL CONTROL OF HEAD START CHILDREN'S FREE PLAY.

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS INSTRUCTION AND REINFORCEMENT CONDITIONS ON THE LEARNING OF THE THREE-POSITION ODDITY PROBLEM BY NURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN. Research Report #32.

EXTINCTION IN DISCRIMINATION LEARNING - PRESENTATION AND CONTINGENCY VARIABLES AND ASSOCIATED SIDE EFFECTS.

GENERALIZATION OF REINFORCED BEHAVIORS IN A GAME SITUATION.

THE VALUE OF CLASSROOM REWARDS IN EARLY EDUCATION.
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Reference topics include: Programs, Environmental Influences, Evaluation, Infants, Testing - Types of, Testing - Evaluation of, Legislation, Parent Education, Teacher Education, Physical Health, Learning - Aggression; Art, color, form; Associative, Shift, Transfer; Attention, Listening; Cognitive; Cues; Discrimination; Haptic; Imitation, Modeling; Language; Math; Mediation; Memory; Motor, Movement, Music; Reading; Response Strategies; Styles; Theories; Time
PROGRAMS
ENVIRONMENT
EVALUATION
INFANTS
TESTING - types of
TESTING - evaluation of
LEGISLATION
PARENT EDUCATION
TEACHER EDUCATION
PHYSICAL HEALTH
LEARNING  Aggression
          Art, Color, Form
          Attention, Listening
          Associative, Shift, Transfer
          Cog.r.tive, Concept Development
          Cues
          Discrimination
          Haptic
          Imitation, Modeling
          Language
          Math
          Mediation, Memory, Recall
          Motor, Movement, Music
          Reading
          Response Strategies
          Styles
          Theories
          Time
ECE PROGRAMS

Overview of the States
ED  077  522

Behavior Analysis
ED  087  803

Campus Centers
ED  066  282
ED  086  283

Curriculum
ED  072  672
ED  073  836
ED  073  853
ED  078  616
ED  078  699
ED  078  910
ED  078  012
ED  060  192
ED  062  400
ED  062  843
ED  064  179
ED  086  347
ED  066  354
ED  087  518
ED  087  519
ED  088  599
ED  089  560

Language
ED  064  060

Language - Bilingual
ED  062  819
ED  062  620
ED  063  576
ED  068  578

Migrants
ED  061  545

Physical (Handicapped)
ED  071  207
ED  072  572
ED  073  600
ED  079  690
ED  082  393
ED  083  555
ED  083  775
ECE Programs
Page 2

Play

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ED</th>
<th>064</th>
<th>008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>066</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prepared Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ED</th>
<th>071</th>
<th>739</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>071</td>
<td>744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>077</td>
<td>564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>078</td>
<td>909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>086</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>086</td>
<td>631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>089</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Project Change

| ED  | 083 | 140 |

Project Follow Through

| ED  | 084 | 002 |

Project Right Start

| ED  | 082 | 691 |

Project See

| ED  | 089 | 848 |

Socialization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ED</th>
<th>071</th>
<th>757</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>082</td>
<td>812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>089</td>
<td>875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A STUDY OF RACE AND CLASS HETEROGENEITY AMONG PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

CHANGES IN OBSERVED SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AMONG CHILDREN OF SAME AND OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS IN ETHNICALLY HETEROGENEOUS PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS.

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN THE ACQUISITION OF SEX ROLES

DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL INFLUENCES FROM BIRTH ON SCHOOL READINESS

EARLY EXPERIENCES AND THE PROCESSES OF SOCIALIZATION.

EDUCATING YOUNG CHILDREN: SOCIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS

EFFECTS OF ILLUMINATION ON ATTACHMENT BEHAVIORS IN A NOVEL ENVIRONMENT

SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT PHILADELPHIA, PA

ENVIRONMENT, EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD. A REPORT TO PARENTS.

ENVIRONMENT, EXPERIENCE AND DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD. FINAL REPORT.

ENVIRONMENT, EXPERIENCE AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF YOUNG CHILDREN IN HOME CARE.

EXPERIENCE & ENVIRONMENT: MAJOR INFLUENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE YOUNG CHILD. VOL I.

FOUR QUESTIONS ON EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

MOTHERS AND FATHERS, GIRLS AND BOYS: ATTACHMENT BEHAVIOR IN THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF LIFE.

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG PARENT RATINGS OF BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN. UNITED STATES

RELATIONSHIPS OPPORTUNITIES IN DAY CARE: CHANGES IN CHILD AND PARENT FUNCTIONING

CULVER CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, CALIF.

REISS-DAVID CHILD STUDY CENTER, L.A., CALIF.

SOCIALIZATION OF YOUNG CHILDREN: AN ABSTRACT BIBLIOGRAPHY

SOCIOECONOMIC MIX EFFECTS ON DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN IN PRESCHOOL CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS. PHASE II

THE EARLY SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN: IMPLICATIONS FOR A PRESCHOOL PROGRAM.

THE EFFECTS OF MATERNAL EMPLOYMENT ON THE CHILD - A REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH.
THE IMPACT OF INTEGRATION ON E.C.E.  
ED 080207

THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL CLASS & RACE ON LANGUAGE TEST PERFORMANCE & SPONTANEOUS SPEECH OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN  
ED 087539

THE NEEDS OF YOUNG CHILDREN AND THE NEEDS OF RESEARCH: PSYCHOSOCIAL DEVELOPMENT REVISITED.  
ED 071779

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CHOICE.  
ED 062830

WHY IS THE SOCIALEY DISADVANTAGED CHILD RETARDED. A RATIONALE & NEW CONCEPT OF HUMAN DEV.  
ED 085425
EVALUATION

A COOPERATIVE PLAN TO ESTABLISH AN EARLY CHILDHOOD CENTER FOR THE DEMONSTRATION, AND EVALUATION OF INNOVATIVE PRACTICES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FINAL REPORT. ED 081488

A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF GET SET DAY CARE CHILDREN IN GRADES FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD. IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL DISTRICT, PA. ED 085114

A NEW LOOK AT EVALUATING EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM. ED 081487

A REPORT ON THE FUNDINGS OF ONE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY. ED 078971

A REPORT OF THE HOME BASED WORKING CONFERENCE, LEARNING INSTITUTE OF N.C. MARCH '73. ED 078968

A REPORT ON TWO NATIONAL SAMPLES OF HEAD START CLASSES: SOME ASPECTS OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT OF PARTICIPANTS IN FULL YEAR 1967-68 and 1968-69 PROGRAM. FINAL REPORT. ED 085407

A REVIEW OF THE PRESENT STATUTE AND FUTURE NEEDS IN DAY CARE RESEARCH. ED 085101

A SEQUENTIAL APPROACH TO EARLY CHILDHOOD AND ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. ED 085101

A STATEMENT AND WORKING PAPER ON LONGITUDINAL/INTERVENTION RESEARCH. ED 091056

A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF A KINDERGARTEN PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM. ED 071017

ADDING NEEDED DEVELOPMENT. TULSA PUBLIC SCHOOLS, OKLA. ED 088573

AN EVALUATION OF A PILOT TREATMENT FOR INFANTS AND MOTHERS. ED 087549

AN EVALUATION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD NETWORK. ED 074130

AN EVALUATION OF THE READINESS PROGRAM FOR DISADVANTAGED PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN WITH EXCEPTIONAL LEARNING DISABILITIES. STATE URBAN ED. PROGRAMS ED 087839

AN EXPERIMENT IN EMPLOYER-SPONSORED DAY CARE-FINAL REPORT. ED 081973

AN INVESTIGATION OF INDEPENDENT CHILD BEHAVIOR IN THE OPEN CLASSROOM: THE CLASSROOM ATTITUDE OBSERVATION SCHEDULE. ED 073828

AN OBSERVATIONAL INVESTIGATION OF INSTRUCTION AND BEHAVIOR IN AN INFORMAL BRITISH INFANT SCHOOL. (FULL REPORT). ED 073827
BALANCING BASICS --WHAT IS BASIC IN EARLY CHILDHOOD AND ELEMENTARY EDUCATION?  ED 091076

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION: EDUCATION'S WATERGATE.  ED 082026

CASE STUDIES OF CHILDREN IN HEAD START PLANNED VARIATION 1971-1972.  ED 085095

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CSE MODEL IN EVALUATING A PRESCHOOL FOR URBAN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILDREN.  ED 078959

CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, TITLE I FUND 1971-72 EVALUATION  ED 082810

CHILDREN IN HEAD START 1970-1971 SUPPLEMENT REPORT FOR OFFICE OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT.  ED 085098

CIRCUS: COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT IN NURSERY SCHOOL AND KINDERGARTEN.  ED 087786

COGNITIVE EFFECTS OF PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMS ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF CHILDREN.  ED 082838

COGNITIVE RESULTS BASED ON DIFFERENT AGES OF ENTRY TO SCHOOL: A COMPARATIVE STUDY.  ED 088941

COMPENSATORY EDUCATION  ED 079179

COMPENSORY ED FOR CHILDREN AGES TWO TO EIGHT RECENT STUDIES OF EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION.  ED 087569

CONDITIONS FOR LEARNING, CARING FOR CHILDREN NO. 9  ED 090736

CONTINUATION OF RESEARCH ON TEACHING PRESCHOOL CHILDREN MOTIVATION TO ACHIEVE IN SCHOOL 1971-1972 FINAL REPORT.  ED 082821

CULTURE, COGNITION, AND SOCIAL CHANGE: THE EFFECT OF THE HEAD START EXPERIENCE ON COGNITIVE PATTERNS PHILADELPHIA, PA.  ED 066315

DEVELOPMENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF A SUCCESSFUL MODEL OF COMPENSATORY EDUCATION, THE LEARNING TO LEARN PROGRAM. ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION MONTREAL, CAN.  ED 082852

DIMENSIONS OF LOWS OF CONTROL: IMPACT OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCE.  ED 082847

DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN AND THEIR FIRST SCHOOL EXPERIENCES: ETS-HEAD START LONGITUDINAL STUDY. PRELIMINARY DISCRIPTION OF THE INITIAL SAMPLE PRIOR TO SCHOOL ENROLLMENT. SUMMARY REPORT.  ED 084040
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. APRIL 25-26, 1967) "IN A NUTSHELL.

EARLY CHILDHOOD INTERVENTION IN ILLINOIS. ILLINOIS STATE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

EARLY CHILDHOOD RESEARCH AND DEV. NEEDS, GAPS, & IMBALANCE: OVERVIEW.

EARLY CHILDHOOD RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NEEDS AND GAPS IN FEDERALLY FUNDED INTERVENTION STUDIES WITHIN A LONGITUDINAL FRAMEWORK.

EARLY CHILDHOOD RESEARCH: SECOND THOUGHTS AND NEXT STEPS.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM ON FINLAND 1971.

EFFECTIVENESS OF PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS AS A FUNCTION OF CHILDREN'S SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

EFFECTS OF DAY CARE ON EARLY CHILD DEVELOPMENT. PROGRESS REPORT.

EVALUATING AN ALTERNATIVE TO "JUNIOR KINDERGARTENS" RESEARCH ON 4 YRS OLDS WHO ENROLLED IN REGULAR CLASSES IN YORK COUNTY 69-72.

EVALUATIONS CHILDREN'S PROGRESS: A RATING SCALE FOR CHILDREN IN DAY CARE.

EVALUATION METHODS AND PROCEDURES IN A THERAPEUTIC NURSERY PROGRAM.

EVALUATION OF EFFECTS OF THE CLORUS PORTALES BILINGUAL EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM: FINAL REPORT 1972-73 (NEW MEXICO)

EVALUATION OF HEAD START EXPERIENCE WITH "HEALTHY, THAT'S ME" IN THE SECOND YEAR. VOL. I

EVALUATION OF PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS: AN INTERACTION ANALYSIS MODEL. OCCASIONAL PAPER #1

EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS FOR HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN


EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN CONFERENCE PAPERS: ECE

FACILITIES OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. SCHOOL PLANNING GUIDE SERIES 5.

FOLLOW UP RESEARCH ON CHILDREN WHO WERE ENROLLED IN THE CENTRAL CITIES EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM. FINAL REPORT.
HEAD START: A TRAGICOMEDY WITH EPILOGUE.  

IMPLEMENTATION OF HEAD START PLANNED VARIATIONS 1970-71  
PART I  
PART II  

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN SOCIAL BEHAVIOR OF PRESCHOOLERS AS A FUNCTION OF EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION.  

INTERIM EVALUATION OF NAT. FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM 1969-71. OR TECH. REPORT.  

IS "SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT" ENHANCED BY TEACHING CHILDREN OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS?  

ISSUES AND CONCERNS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD  

KINDERGARTEN ENRICHMENT PROJECT, DISADVANTAGED PUPIL PROGRAM FUND. 1971-72 EVALUATION  

LOGICAL OPERATIONS INSTRUCTION IN THE PRESCHOOL INTERIM PROGRESS REPORT. HATCH RESEARCH PROJECT 142-1969 MARCH '73.  

MOTOR ACADEMIC - PERCEPTUAL (M-A-P) SKILL DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST  

MULTIVARIATE COMPARISON OF Z MODEL PRESCHOOL PROGRAM  

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR EARLY CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS: SOME FINDINGS FROM RESEARCH.  

ORGANIZING TO COORDINATE CHILD CARE SERVICES - THE GREATER MINNEAPOLIS DAY CARE ASSOCIATION: EARLY HISTORY.  

PREPRIMARY ENROLLMENT, OCTOBER 1972  
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS WASHINGTON, D.C. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SURVEYS BRANCH.  

PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION. FIRST CHANCE FOR CHILDREN, VOL 2.  

REGION ONE RIGHT-TO-READ PROJECT: 1972-73 EVALUATION REPORT.  

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS USED IN EVALUATION OF HEAD START EXPERIENCE WITH "HEALTHY, THAT'S ME" IN THE SECOND YEAR.  

SELECTED PRACTICES IN READING READINESS INSTRUCTION AT THE KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST GRADE LEVELS IN NEW YORK STATE.  

SELF CONCEPT OF THE DISADVANTAGED CHILD AND ITS MODIFICATION THROUGH COMPENSATORY NURSERY SCHOOL EXPERIENCE.  

SEX DIFFERENCES IN EFFECTS OF KINDERGARTEN ATTENDANCE ON DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL READINESS AND LANGUAGE SKILLS.
THE COGNITIVELY ORIENTED URBAN PREKINDERGARTEN: A TITLE III ESEA FIRST YEAR REPORT.

ED 091060

THE CONTEXT OF ASSESSMENT AND THE ASSESSMENT OF CONTEXT.

ED 083285

THE DANGERS OF EARLY SCHOOLING: THE NEED TO REEXAMINE OUR MOTIVES AND METHODS.

ED 086352

THE DAY CARE ENVIRONMENTAL INVENTORY - ASSESSMENT OF CHILD-REARING ENVIRONMENTS: AN ECOLOGICAL APPROACH. PART I OF FINAL REPORT.

ED 076228

THE EFFECTS OF TRAINING ON RECIPROCITY JUDGMENTS IN PRE-KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN.

ED 062805

THE IMPACT OF STAFF ORIENTATIONS ON CHILD PERFORMANCE ON CENTRALIZED AND DECENTRALIZED CHILDREN'S INSTITUTIONS.

ED 061503

THE QUALITY OF THE HEAD START PLANNED VARIATION DATA

VOL 1

VOL 2

ED 032856

ED 082857

TO EVALUATE CHILDREN'S INTELLECTUAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE SOUTHEAST KANSAS DEMONSTRATION CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER. FINAL REPORT.

ED 076245

TWO APPROACHES TO THE EVALUATION OF EARLY CHILDHOOD ORAL ENGLISH PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN WHOSE FIRST LANGUAGE IS NOT ENGLISH.

ED 080985

SELF-CONCEPT ENHANCEMENT PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

ED 061490

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH PROCEDURES USED IN THE STUDY OF CHILD-CARING INSTITUTIONS IN GEORGIA

ED 061502

UTILIZATION OF A PIAGETIAN APPROACH IN THE INVESTIGATION OF EARLY EXPERIENCE EFFECTS: A RESEARCH STRATEGY. SOME ILLUSTRATIVE DATA.

ED 067562

WHAT HAPPENS IN THE FOLLOW-THROUGH PROGRAM? IMPLICATIONS FOR CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

ED 071755

WHERE IS EARLY CHILDHOOD GOING?

ED 073826

WHO THRIVES IN DAY CARE? ASSESSMENT OF CHILD-REARING ENVIRONMENTS: A LOGICAL APPROACH, PART 2.

ED 076229
INFANTS

A FAMILY ORIENTED ENRICHMENT & PROGRAM FOR THE HANDICAPPED INFANTS.
HAWAII UNIV. HONOLULU, SCH. OF PUBLIC HEALTH

AN ANALYSIS OF INTRACTABLE NIGHTMARES IN A 2 YR. OLD. BOY

AN EVALUATION OF A PILOT TREATMENT FOR INFANTS & MOTHERS

BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR PROCESSING OF CONTRAST INFORMATION BY HUMAN INFANTS: SPATIAL & TEMPERAL CHANGES

CONTROLLED INTERVENTION: AN ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY

DAY CARE & INTERVENTION PROGRAMS FOR INFANTS

EXCEPTIONAL INFANT, VOLUME 1: THE NORMAL INFANT.

FATHER ABSENCE IN INFANCY
SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH IN CHILD DEV. PHILA., PA.

INFANT CAREGIVING: A DESIGN FOR TRAINING

INFANT CURRICULUM: THE BROHEY HEALTH GUIDE TO THE CARE OF INFANTS IN GROUPS

INFANT EDUCATION AND STIMULATION (BIRTH TO 3 YEARS): A BIBLIOGRAPHY

INFANT FEEDING AND ATTACHMENT

INFANT - INFANT INTERACTION IN A DAYCARE SETTING

INFANT MORTALITY RATES SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS UNITED STATES. NATIONAL VITAL STATISTICS SEPTEM SERIES 22 NUMBER 14.

INFANTS REACTIONS TO DIFFERENT EXPRESSIONS OF EMOTIONS

INFANTS' SOCIAL BEHAVIOR IN A NATURALISTIC VS EXPERIMENTAL SETTING.

MONITORING ATTENTION DURING OPERANT CONDITIONING IN SIX & SEVEN MONTH OLD INFANTS.

MOTHER - FATHER - NEWBORN INTERACTION: EFFECTS OF MATERNAL MEDICATION, LABOR, AND SEX OF INFANT.

NEW YORK CITY INFANT DAY CARE STUDY

ORIENTATION MANUAL FOR TRAINEES IN INFANT - TODDLER DAY CARE.
SYRACUSE UNIV., N.Y. COLL. FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEPARATION BEHAVIOR IN THE FIRST YEAR OF LIFE: PROTEST, FOLLOWING AND GREETING.

THE ECOLOGY OF INFANT DAY CARE. CONFERENCE OF THE CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA (WASHINGTON, D.C.)

THE ORGANIZATION OF GROUP CARE ENVIRONMENTS: THE INFANT DAY CARE CENTER

THE PRENATAL, PERINATAL, AND POSTNATAL STATUS OF CHILDREN IN IDAHO. VOL. I

THE SOOTHING EFFECTS OF VESTIBULAR STIMULATION AS DETERMINED BY FREQUENCY AND DIRECTION OF ROCKING.

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF MOTHER-INFANT INTERACTION

VARIANCE AND INVARIANCE IN THE MOTHER-INFANT INTERACTION: A CROSS-CULTURAL STUDY

VISUAL ATTENTION TO NON-CONTINGENT AND CONTINGENT STIMULI IN EARLY INFANCY.

YPSILANTI-CARNEGIE INFANTS EDUCATION PROJECT. PROGRESS REPORT

YPSILANTI PUBLIC SCHOOLS, MICHIGAN
LEGISLATION

A COMPARISON OF PROVISIONS IN STATE & FEDERAL STANDARDS FOR INSTITUTIONAL DAYCARE.

A SURVEY OF STATE DAY CARE LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

LICENSED PRE-SCHOOL CHILD-CARE PROGRAMS 1972-73

MAJOR ASPECTS OF DAYCARE STATEMENTS AND ARTICLES

PRESCHOOLS UNDER THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT. JULY 1972

THE OFFICE FOR CHILDREN, A NEW APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN'S SERVICE IN MASS.

TOWARD INTERAGENCY COORDINATION: AN OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES RELATING -TO EARLY CHILDHOOD. SECOND ANNUAL REPORT.
PARENT ED

A DOCTOR DISCUSSES THE PRESCHOOL CHILD'S LEARNING PROCESS & HOW PARENTS CAN HELP.  ED 078961

A GUIDE TO SECURING & INSTALLING THE PARENT/CHILD TOY-LENDING LIBRARY.  ED 078893

A NAUATIVE OF HEAD START PARENTS IN PARTICIPANT GROUPS.  ED 073824

A PARENTS GUIDE TO SCHOOL READINESS  ED 086317

A STUDY OF CHANGES IN PARENTS EMPLOYED AS PARAPROFESSIONALS IN A HOME INTERVENTION FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM.  FLORIDA EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, GAINESVILLE; FLORIDA UNIV., GAINESVILLE. INST. FOR DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES.  ED 089872

ADULT INVOLVEMENT IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT FOR STAFF AND PARENTS.  A TRAINING MANUAL.  ED 077562

ALTERNATIVES IN CHILD REARING IN THE 70'S  ED 082837

ANALYSIS OF HEAD START PARENT INTERVIEWS.  BANKS STREET COLL. OF EDUCATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.  ED 089850

AWAY FROM BEDLAM. Caring for Children #4  ED 082403

BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENT PROFILE. MANUAL I, IIa, II6, Iic  ED 079917
                                            ED 079918
                                            ED 079919
                                            ED 079920

BIBLIOGRAPHY: HOME BASED CHILE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM RESOURCES.  ED 078925

CASE STUDIES ON THE ADVOCACY COMPONENTS OF SEVEN PARENT-CHILD CENTERS: HOW THE NATIONAL PROGRAM. LOOKS SIX MONTHS AFTER START-UP.  ED 084039

CASE STUDIES OF THE SEVEN PARENT-CHILD CENTERS INCLUDED IN THE IMPACT STUDY: ATLANTA, DETROIT, HARBOR CITY, MENOMANIE, MOUNT CARMEL, PASCO, AND ST. LOUIS. VOLUME I.  ED 084037

CHILD AND FAMILY RESOURCE PROGRAM: GUIDELINES FOR A CHILD DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED FAMILY RESOURCE SYSTEM.  ED C82833

CHILD CARE IN THE WORK INCENTIVE PROGRAM.  ED 086312

CHILD DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH & THE EDUCATION REVOLUTION: THE CHILD, THE FAMILY, & THE EDUCATION PROFESSOR.  ED 073972
COMMUNITY FAMILY DAY CARE PROJECT: FINAL REPORT. E078960

CONCERNED PARENTS SPEAK OUT ON CHILDREN'S TELEVISION. E084860

EDUCATION PRE PARENTHOOD AND THE SCHOOLS. E084022

EFFECTIVENESS OF 4-C MANPOWER TRAINING PROGRAM FOR ENTRY PARTICIPANTS. E076505

GUIDING YOUR CHILD TO A MORE CREATIVE LIFE. E088601

HOME INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT AGES 0-5. E089528
FLORIDA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, TALLAHASSEE EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN SECTION.

HOME-ORIENTED PRESCHOOL EDUCATION: CURRICULUM PLANNING GUIDE. E082848

HOME-ORIENTED PRESCHOOL EDUCATION: FIELD DIRECTOR'S MANUAL. E082844

HOME ORIENTED PRESCHOOL EDUCATION: MATERIALS PREPARATION GUIDE E082849

HOME-SCHOOL-COMMUNITY SYSTEMS FOR CHILDREN DEVELOPMENT. FINAL REPORT E085610

HOME START: SCHOOL FOR PARENTS. E080185

HOW MUCH DO MOTHERS LOVE THEIR CHILDREN? E081485

IDEAS FOR PARENT-TEACHER MADE HOME LEARNING KITS. E086316


IN THE BEGINNING: A PARENT GUIDE OF ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCES FOR INFANTS FROM BIRTH TO SIX MONTHS. BOOK I. NEW ORLEANS PARENT CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER'S INFANT PROGRAM. E081484

INCLUSION OF PARENTS IN SUPPORTIVE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES. E081468

INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF PARENT PARTICIPATION IN HEAD START. E080215
080216
080217
080218

LIVING & LEARNING WITH CHILDREN: A HANDBOOK OF ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN FROM THREE TO SIX. E08508211

LIVING ROOM SCHOOL PROJECT. FINAL EVALUATION REPORT 1972-73. E082850

PARENT ED: AN ABSTRACT BIBLIOGRAPHY SUPPLEMENT #1. E072865

PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN COMPENSATORY EDUCATION PROGRAMS. E088588
TWO BASIC CONSIDERATIONS IN UTILIZING MOTHERS AS TUTORS OF THEIR VERY YOUNG RETARDED OR POTENTIALLY RETARDED CHILDREN.

YOU ARE YOUR BABY'S FIRST TEACHERS.
NOVA UNIVERSITY. FT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.

YOUR CHILD AND YOU.
CENTRAL POINT SCHOOL DISTRICT 6 OREGON.
PHYSICAL HEALTH

EARLY CHILDHOOD HEALTH–MENTAL HEALTH PREVENTION & TREATMENT PROGRAM.

PAPER PRESENTED AT THE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN PANEL, BETHESDA, MARYLAND.

HEARINGS BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION & HUMAN NEEDS. U.S. SENATE 92nd CONGRESS: 93rd CONGRESS.

PART I CONSEQUENCES OF MALNUTRITION

PART II GOVERNMENT RESPONSES

PART 3A SUMMER LUNCH PRE-SCHOOL FUNDING

PART 6 PHOSPHATE RESEARCH & DENTAL DECAY

PART 8 BROADCAST INDUSTRIES RESPONSE TO TV ADS

IDENTIFICATION AND INTERVENTION OF HANDICAPS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD.

METHODS & RESULTS OF AN EVERY–CHILD PROGRAM FOR THE EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF DEVELOPMENT DEFICITS.

NUTRIENT SUPPLEMENTATION AND LEARNING.

PRENATAL–POSTNATAL HEALTH NEEDS AND MEDICAL CARE OF CHILDREN, U.S.

REGIONAL ASSESSMENT CENTER: A CONCEPT ON A PLACE.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY YPSILANTI DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY.

SAMPLE DESIGN & ESTIMATION PROCEDURES FOR A NATIONAL HEALTH EXAMINATION SURVEY OF CHILDREN.

SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF MALNUTRITION AS A LIMITING FACTOR IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION.

SYOSSET PUBLIC SCHOOLS HEALTH CURRICULUM GUIDE. KINDERGARTEN.

THE EFFECT OF MATERNAL NUTRITION ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE OFFSPRING: AN INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM. NUTRITION REPORTS INTERNATIONAL, SPECIAL ISSUE.

THE PRE-SCHOOL MOVEMENT: PANACEA OR PORTENT?
TEACHER ED

A COLLECTION OF PAPERS FOR TEACHERS. ILLINOIS STATE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUB. INST. ED 088592

A REVIEW OF THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE TRAINING PROJECTS: NATIONAL AND TEXAS AND COMPETENCY-BASED TRAINING. ED 089840

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE CDA COMPETENCIES. ED 078965

AN EVALUATION OF AND A DETAIL-PROFILE FOR THE VINELAND SOCIAL MATURITY SCALE. ED 080614

AN EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH TO DEVELOPING MODEL PROGRAMS FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. FINAL REPORT ED 088559

ASSESSING TEACHER BEHAVIORS WITH INFANTS IN DAY CARE. ED 075505

ASSESSING THE BEHAVIORS OF CARETAKERS. A.B.C.-I AND A.B.C.-II ED 081480

ATTITUDE CHANGE AFTER BEHAVIORAL TRAINING. ARIZONA UNIV. TUCSON: ARIZONA CENTER FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. ED 088871

BEHAVIORAL SELF-OBSERVATION TRAINING WITH A NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER. ED 081508

BEYOND BENEVOLENCE - THE MENTAL HEALTH ROLE OF THE PRESCHOOL TEACHER. ED 084005

C.D.A. ED 078964

CAREER DEVELOPMENT IN HEAD START PART I, II, III ED 072850

CAREER PLANNING & PROGRESSION FOR A CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER. ED 086308

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP CREATIVITY. ED 081489

COMMUNITY COMPONENTS IN TEACHER EDUCATION. ED 084248

DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN AND THEIR FIRST SCHOOL EXPERIENCE. ED 079415

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND COMPETENCY BASED EDUCATION. ED 087761

ECE FOR THE DISADVANTAGED: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS. ERIC-IRCD DOCTORAL RESEARCH SERIES, NUMBER 3 JULY 1973. ED 079438

EARLY CHILDHOOD REVISITED. ED 088574

EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHING: AN ABSTRACT BIBLIOGRAPHY. ED 072842

EDUCATION FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD CONSULTATION. ED 088865.
EFFECTIVE OBSERVATION FOR EDUCATORS.
EMERGING STRATEGIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION.
EPDA B-2 ALHAMBRA ELEM. KINDERGARTEN AIDE TRAINING PROJECT.
FILMS SUITABLE FOR HEADSTART CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS.
GUIDE TO EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION.
GUIDELINES FOR C.D.A. TRAINING PROGRAMS.
GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING CONTEXTUAL CONCEPTUALIZATION IN THE TRAINING OF ED. PERSONNEL FOR YOUNG CHILDREN.
GUIDELINES FOR EARLY EDUCATION.
GUIDING THE LEARNING PROCESS: A MANUAL FOR TEACHERS OF YOUNG CHILDREN.
HELP! A HANDBOOK FOR CHILD CARE WORKERS.
HOME ORIENTED PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION: HANDBOOK FOR MOBILE CLASSROOM TEACHERS & AIDES.
HOME ORIENTED PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION: HOME VISITOR'S HANDBOOK.
HOME ORIENTED PRESCHOOL EDUCATION: PERSONNEL TRAINING GUIDE.
HOW TO MAKE A SUMMER HEAD START PROGRAM MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEACHER EDUCATION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD.
MAKE CAREGIVERS IN DAY CARE: DEMONSTRATION PROJECT.
MORE THAN A TEACHER. CARING FOR CHILDREN #2.
OPERATIONS HANDBOOK: HELPING ELIMINATE EARLY LEARNING DISABILITIES.
CENTRAL POINT SCHOOL DISTRICT, 6 OREGON
PATTERNS OF TEACHER BEHAVIOR IN PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS.
PERCEPTION OF THE TEACHER AIDE'S ROLE: A CHILD'S VIEW.
POLICIES FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION.
POLICY ISSUES II: EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
PRE-PRIMARY EDUCATION.
SEL PATHWAYS TO BETTER SCHOOLS - A PRESCHOOL TRAINING PROGRAM.

ED 078966
ED 08858911
ED 083233
ED 082859
ED 081190
ED 086328
ED 080150
ED 078918
ED 08985111
ED 073821
ED 082845
ED 082846
ED 082847
ED 082831
ED 086715
ED 086356
ED 082401
ED 089508
ED 075092
ED 079272
ED 073840
ED 088595
ED 088562
ED 088001
SYLLABUS FOR DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING OF PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY CHILDREN.
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY PARK.
COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION LAB

TEACHER/CHILD BEHAVIORS IN AN OPEN ENVIRONMENT DAY CARE PROGRAM. FINAL REPORT.

TEACHERS OF YOUNG CHILDREN.

TEACHING COLLEGE STUDENTS TO TEACH CONCEPTS TO YOUNG CHILDREN. FINAL REPORT.

THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE: WHAT WE ARE LEARNING IN TEXAS.

THE FLEXIBLE TRAINING SYSTEM: A TRAINING SYSTEM OF STAFF FOR ECE PROGRAMS.

THE KINDERGARTEN TEACHER'S HANDBOOK.

THE ORGANIZATION OF WORK IN A PRE-SCHOOL SETTING: WORK RELATIONS BETWEEN PROFESSIONALS AND PARAPROFESSIONALS IN FOUR HEAD START CENTERS. FINAL REPORT.

THE PLACE AND IMPACT OF MODULES IN A TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM.

THE UNIQUE FUNCTION OF THE TEACHER IN AN EXPERIMENTAL THERAPEUTIC NURSERY SCHOOL.

THE YOUNG CHILD: LEARNING & COGNITION.

TRAINING EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATORS: COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION COURSES IN DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING. FINAL REPORT.
PENN STATE UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY PARK COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION LAB.

VIDEO TAPES AS A CLASSROOM AID IN TEACHING CHILD DEVELOPMENT. FINAL REPORT.

WHO IN THE WORLD.
TESTING - TYPES OF

A PRELIMINARY SCREENING PROGRAM TO IDENTIFY FUNCTIONING STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN.  ED 071743

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN ON QUANTITATIVE CLASS INCLUSION TASKS.  ED 089874

BEHAVIORAL TREATMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF CHILDHOOD CLASS-GENDER PROBLEMS.  ED 083486

EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT TEST MANUAL. REVISED 1973.  ED 086735

EVALUATION BIBLIOGRAPHY: PARENT, CHILD, DECISION MAKERS.  ED 081789

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN IN HEAD START: CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESCHOOL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.
MARYLAND UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE PARK. HEAD START REGIONAL RESOURCE & TRAINING CENTER.

EXPLORATION WORK ON AN OBJECTIVE-PROJECTIVE TEST OF FACTORS OF MORAL DEV. IN YOUNG CHILDREN.  ED 086353

GENERALIZATION OF HABITUATION TO PROPERTIES OF OBJECTS IN HUMAN INFANTS SPONS AGENCY - CALIFORNIA UNIV., DAVIS; MASSACHUSETTS UNIVERSITY, AMHERST.

IDENTIFY AND ASSIST THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH RISK PRESCHOOL CHILDREN.  ED 073833

INFANT INTELLIGENCE TESTS: THEIR USE AND MISUSE.  ED 078075

LEARNING DISABILITIES/EARLY CHILDHOOD RESEARCH PROJECT. ANNUAL REPORT AUGUST 31, 1972.  ED 082408

MEASUREMENT PRACTICES IN ECE.  ED 086367

PRESCHOOL LEARNING ADJUSTMENT NEEDS.
SANDUSKY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION FREMONT, OHIO.

TEST COLLECTION BULLETIN VOL. 7, NO. 2, APRIL 1973.  ED 085404

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TEST OF COMPARATIVE LANGUAGE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN.
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., UNIV. PARK INST. FOR THE STUDY OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT.

THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF INFERENCES ABOUT THE VISUAL PERCEPTS OF OTHERS.
MINNESOTA UNIVERSITY MINNEAPOLIS INST. OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT.
Testing - Evaluation of

Assessing for Teaching with Young Children.  
Demonstration of Techniques for Optimizing the Use of Criterion-referenced Achievement Tests in Children Enrolled in a Day Care Center.

Preschool Behavioral Classification Project.

Preschool Embedded Figures Test; Technical Report 17.
Disadvantaged Children and Their First School Experiences.


Some Misgivings About the Matching Familiar Figures Test as a Measure of Reflection-Impulsivity.

LEARNING - AGGRESSION

CONTEXTS FOR BEHAVIOR IN TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND CHILDREN'S SUBSEQUENT BEHAVIOR. ED 081494

SEX AND AGE DIFFERENCES IN TARGET CHOICE ON AN AGGRESSIVE TASK. ED 084027

THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF VIOLENCE IN CHILDHOOD AND APPROVAL OF VIOLENCE AS AN ADULT. ED 083493

VIOLENCE IN DEVELOPMENT: THE FUNCTIONS OF AGGRESSION IN CHILDHOOD. ED 084026
LEARNING - ART, COLOR, FORM

AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF DRAWING TO PROMOTE COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN DISADVANTAGED PRESCHOOL CHILDREN IN ISRAEL AND THE UNITED STATES. FINAL REPORT.

ART EXPERIENCES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN.

ART FOR THE PREPREGATORY CHILD. NATIONAL ART EDUCATION ASSOCIATION WASHINGTON, D. C.

CRAFT IDEAS FOR PRESCHOOLERS: PAINT, PASTE AND PROJECTS. ANNANDALE PRE-SCHOOL, INC. VA.

CREATIVE ART FOR THE DEVELOPING CHILD: A TEACHER'S HANDBOOK FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION.

DEVELOPING AND EVALUATING "PATTERNS".

MATCHING.

ROLE-TAKING AND REPRESENTATION IN CHILDREN'S DRAWINGS.

THE GENERALIZATION CREATIVITY "TRAINING" IN EASEL PAINTING TO BLOCK BUILDING.

ED 082842
ED 081498
ED 073008
ED 08984911
ED 08861211
ED 077686
ED 077685
ED 084025
ED 086324
LEARNING - ASSOCIATIVE, SHIFT, TRANSFER

PICTURES AND RELATIONAL IMAGERY TRAINING IN CHILDREN'S LEARNING. RESEARCH REPORT #29

SYNTACTIC ELABORATION IN THE LEARNING AND REVERSAL OF PAIRED-ASSOCIATES BY YOUNG CHILDREN. RESEARCH REPORT #7.

VERBAL ELABORATION PHENOMENA IN NURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN. RESEARCH REPORT #28.
LEARNING - ATTENTION, LISTENING

A PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING SKILLS IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN.

ATTENTION & COGNITIVE STYLE.
ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS FOR CONTINGENT SELF REINFORCEMENT: EFFECTS OF TASK LENGTH AND TASK DIFFICULTY. 

CLASSIFICATION IN THE HIGH/SCOPE COGNITIVE CURRICULUM. 

INFANCY AND SCIENCE. 

NEGATIVE SELF IMAGE IN RELATION TO BALANCE THEORY. 

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF "MORE" OR "LESS". 

PRESCHOOLERS LEARN COGNITIVE TASKS IN GROUPS. 

WHO AM I? THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-CONCEPT. 

THE EARLY SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN'S IMPLICATIONS FOR A PRESCHOOL PROGRAM. 

THE EMERGENCE & DEVELOPMENT OF MONETARY CONCEPTS IN YOUNG CHILDREN. 

YOUNG CHILDREN'S ACQUISITION OF COGNITIVE SKILLS UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF REDUNDACY, PUNISHMENT, AND PERCEPTUAL INPUT. RESEARCH REPORT. SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. SYRACUSE CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN ECE.
LEARNING - DISCRIMINATION

CHILDREN'S USE OF PERCEPTUAL GROUPINGS IN COUNTING.

RELATIONAL LEARNING IN YOUNG CHILDREN.
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, URBANA CHILDREN'S RESEARCH CENTER.

TEACHING CHILDREN TO DISCRIMINATE LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET THROUGH ERRORLESS DISCRIMINATION TRAINING.

Spring 1973 - Fall 1974
FROM THE INFANT'S LAUGH TO HABILITY OF ANXIETY.
THE DEVELOPMENTAL ROLE OF HUMOR
CHILDREN'S PREFERENCE FOR STIMULI ASSOCIATED WITH BEING INITIATED

EFFECTS OF MODEL CHARACTERIZATION ON PRESCHOOL CHILDREN'S EVALUATIVE, INITIATIVE, AND IMITATIVE RESPONSES

MODELING AND Imitation LEARNING IN YOUNG CHILDREN: An ABSTRACT BIBLIOGRAPHY

PIAGETIAN THEORY ON INITIATIVE BEHAVIOR IN CHILDHOOD: DIRECTOR FOR PARENT-CHILD ED.

ED 00152

ED 006373

ED 077500

ED 075091
LEARNING TO CODE EXPERIENCE THROUGH LANGUAGE: AN APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

LEOPOLD'S BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CHILD LANGUAGE

PHONOLOGICAL PROCEDURES FOR CHILD LANGUAGE

PRELIMINARY COMPUTER VERBAL CONTENT ANALYSIS IN PRESCHOOL BLACK CHILDREN

PROCEDURES FOR DEV. ORAL LANGUAGE FACILITY IN CHILDREN PRE-1 THROUGH GRADE THREE

PROMOTING LANGUAGE SKILLS IN PRESCHOOL PROGRAM

RESEARCH REPORT ON SOME ASPECT OF THE LANGUAGE DEV. OF PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN

SEMANTIC DEVELOPMENT IN INFANTS

SPEECH, LANGUAGE, AND HEARING PROGRAM: A GUIDE FOR HEAD START PERSONNEL

OFFICE OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT, WASHINGTON, D.C.

STUDIES OF YOUNG CHILDREN'S THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE

SYNTACTIC ELABORATION IN THE SPEECH OF LOWER CLASS BLACK AND MIDDLE-CLASS WHITE PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

THE DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE AND READING IN THE YOUNG CHILD

THE EARLY MENTAL LINGUISTIC ENVIRONMENT OF ORAL AND DAWN'S LYDROE (HOLYWOOD) LANGUAGE LEARNING CHILDREN

UNESCO, A., MKREPOLCE

THE INFLUENCE OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE AND ORAL DISCUSSION IN DEVELOPING ORAL LANGUAGE OF KINDERGARTEN, FIRST AND SECOND GRADE CHILDREN

THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL CLASS AND RACE ON LANGUAGE TEST PERFORMANCE AND SPONTANEOUS SPEECH OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

THE LANGUAGE TRAINING CURRICULUM

THE RELATIONSHIP OF SOC. SOCIAL CLASS AND VERBAL PLANNING TO THE DISFLUENCIES PRODUCED BY NON-SUFFERING PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

THE ROLE OF OVERT ACTIVITY IN CHILDREN'S SENTENCE PRODUCTION, REPORT FROM THE RESEARCH COMPONENT "CHILDREN'S LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT

VALIDITY AND EVALUATION OF PRESCHOOL LANGUAGE
LEARNING - MEDIATION, MEMORY, RECALL

MEDIATOR USE & TRANSFER IN DISCRIMINATION FAMILY % TREE RECALL  ED  086337

RECOGNITION MEMORY IN REFLECTIVE AND IMPULSIVE PRESCHOOL CHILDREN.  ED  061472
LEARNING - MOVEMENT

BASIC BALANCING
CREATIVE MOVEMENT FOR THE DEVELOPING CHILD: A NURSERY SCHOOL HANDBOOK FOR NON-MUSICIANS
EMERGING IDENTITY THROUGH MOVEMENT
FOSTERING IMAGINATIVE PLAY IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN EFFECTS OF TELEVISION-VIEWING AND DIRECT MODELING
MOTOR PERCEPTUAL MOVEMENT PATTERNS. A PROGRAM FOR ESTABLISHING NEUROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION.
MOVEMENT & MOVEMENT PATTERNS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD (COMPLETE REPORT)
MP: A PROGRAM OF MOTOR PERCEPTUAL MOVEMENT PATTERNS
PLAY AND DEVELOPMENT BEHAVIOR THEORIES BOOKS
THE GROWING YEARS: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AFFECTIVE MATERIALS FOR THE PRESCHOOL CHILD
THE INFLUENCE OF AGE AND MATERIALS ON YOUNG CHILDREN PLAY ACTIVITIES AND CLASSIFICATION LEARNING. A DOCTORAL DISSERTATION.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR SKILLS AND WORD RECOGNITION ACHIEVEMENT AT THE KINDERGARTEN LEVEL
TRAINING IMAGERY PRODUCTION IN YOUNG CHILDREN THROUGH MOTOR ED INVOLVEMENT. REPORT FROM THE RESEARCH COMPONENT "CHILDREN'S LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT"
TRAINING PRESCHOOLERS TO UNDERSTAND LEFT-RIGHT RELATIONS: LESSON PLANS

ED 091076
ED 08861111
ED 073654
ED 089873
ED 08280611
ED 004014
ED 031469
ED 072864
ED 078618
ED 082822
ED 071021
ED 064032
ED 06606

Spring 1973 - Fall 1974
LEARNING - RESPONSE STRATEGIES

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION OF AFFECT IN CHILDREN.
Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh

THE EFFECT OF TYPE OF PUNISHMENT ON RESISTANCE OR
DEVIA TION

ED 068564

ED 078969
LEARNING STYLES

ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR IN CHILDREN: FINAL REPORT  
ED 076261

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT HEAD START PROGRAM APPROACHES ON CHILDREN OF DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS  
ED 072859

THE EFFECT OF SOCIAL & COGNITIVE INTERACTION STRATEGIES ON CHILDREN'S MOTIVATION TO ACHIEVE IN SCHOOL  
ED 076936
LEARNING - THEORIES

A RESPONSE TO "PIAGET FOR TEACHERS"  
A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CHILD DEV., PRESCHOOL CURRICULUM, & CHILD DAY CARE.  
A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE ABILITY TO TAKE ANOTHER'S SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE; STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROLE-TAKING ABILITY  
A EMERGING THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE FOR RESEARCH IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT  
A INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFICACY OF PIAGET CURRICULAR ELEMENTS INTEGRATED INTO A TRADITIONAL HEAD START PROGRAM.  
CARE AND EDUCATION OF THE YOUNG CHILD  
CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION  
CHILDREN'S LEARNING  
CHILDREN'S RESPONSES TO FANTASY IN RELATION TO THEIR STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT  
COGNITIVE GROWTH IN YOUNG CHILDREN: SOME THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS PERTAINING TO IDENTITY, LANGUAGE AND MEMORY  
DEV. OF THE SELF-CONCEPT IN CHILDHOOD  
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION  
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOTHERAPY OF PRESCHOOLERS  
EFFECTS OF VARIOUS DISTRACTION AND REINFORCEMENT CONDITIONS ON THE LEARNING OF THE THREE-POSITION ODDITY PROBLEM BY NURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN. RESEARCH REPORT #32  
FOCUS ON PRESCHOOL DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLEMS: FINAL EVALUATION REPORT  
MORAL JUDGMENT AND ROLE-TAKING IN CHILDREN AGES THREE TO SEVEN  
PIAGET IN THE CLASSROOM  
PIAGET'S THEORY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL CURRICULUM FOR YOUNG CHILDREN  
PIAGET'S FORMULATIONS ON COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT: A CRITICAL EXAMINATION IN LIGHT OF RECENT SOCIAL LEARNING RESEARCH  
PROCEEDINGS OF ANNUAL IAP CONFERENCE, PIAGET IAN THEORY AND THE HELPING PROFESSIONS (SECOND, LOS ANGELES, JAN. 21, 1972)
LEARNING THEORIES
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READINGS IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT: CAUSES OF BEHAVIOR
BOOK

SEQUENTIAL ORDER AND PLASTICITY IN EARLY PSYCHOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT

SELF CONCEPT: AN ABSTRACT BIBLIOGRAPHY

THE ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE ABILITIES IN THE PRESCHOOL AGE

THE EFFECT OF ANXIETY ON CHILDREN'S PLAY, AND STIMULUS
PREFERENCE

THE EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT AND DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE ON
LEARNING IN CHILDREN: FINAL REPORT

THE NEGLECTED YEARS: EARLY CHILDHOOD

THE STUDY OF SELF-CONCEPT IN YOUNG CHILDREN: AN ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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